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Hazel Truck-Train Crash
Takes Murray Man's Life
A Murray man, Leon Cooper, 66, of
Route 4, was killed at 1:25 p.m.
Saturday when his truck was struck by
a Louisville and Nashville train on the
State Line Road in Hazel.
'
Cooper, who received head and chest
injuries, was pronounced dead at the
scene at 1:40 p.m. by Calloway County
Coroner Tommy Walker.,
Cooper, traveling alone'in a 1978
Chevrolet two-ton truck, was headed
east and the train was headed north into
Kentucky, according to Calloway
County Sheriff Max Morris.
Morris stated that witnesses said the
train sounded is horn as4 approached
the crossing but for some unexplained
reason, the truck remained on the
tracks. There is no signal at the
crossing, Morris added.
A gas leak caused the vehicle to catch
fire and explode while being pushed
1,080 feet down the tracks by the train
before coming to a stop, Morris said.
The truck was lodged under the front
part of the train.
Morris added that the train contained
75 cars loaded with 7,300 tons of coal.
Raymond Williams of Paris, Tenn., was
the engineer of the five-engine train
which was traveling from Bruceton,
Tenn.
The Murray Fire Department, the -
Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad
and the Hazel Fire Department were
called to extinguish the fire and clear
the wreckage.
Cooper, a farmer, had just delivered
,a load of sawdust, Morris said.
k member of the South Pleasant
Grove United Methodist Church,
Cooper is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Annie Lee Brandon Cooper; three
daughters, Mrs. Tommy (Jane)
Gaines, Miss Joan Cooper and Miss
Jean Cooper; three brothers, R. L.,
Hewlett and Jackit4_ and one grand-
Symphony Orchestra To
Present Annual concert
The 60-piece Murray State University
Symphony Orchestra under the
direction of Neale B. Mason will
present its annual spring concert on the
campus on Thursday evening, April 12.
Scheduled at 8:15 p.m. in -Lovett
Auditorium, the program will feature
Dr. James McKeever, assistant
professor of piano, in a performance
with the orchestra of Chopin's "Piano
Concerto No. 1 in E Minor."
McKeever, who joined the faculty in
—1977, is a student of Olga Conus and has •
taught at the Cincinnati College-
Conservatory of Music. He has ap-
peared extensively throughout the area
in both solo and chamber music per-
formances.
Another highlight of the concert will
be a, performance by SteVe Evans, a
senior voice major from Bardwell, who
will sing an aria entitled "Visions
Fugitive" from the opera "Herodiade"
by Massenet. Evans is completing
performance requirements for the B.M.
degree.
.,The orchestra will complete the
program with the picturesque fantasy,
"A Night on Bald Mountain," by
Mussorgsky, the "Adagietto"- from
'Mahler's Fifth Symphony for harps and
strings, and the overture to the Berlioz
opera entitled "Benvenuto Cellini."
Mason said the orchestra, one of the
university's major performing
organizations, is dedicated to providing
a training ground for orchestra
musicians and to presenting the best of
the orchwstral literature for the benefit
of the campus, community, and area.
He emphasized that the public is
invited to attend the concert at no
admission charge.
CONCERT PREPARATION — Neale -B. Mason (left) and Dr. JamesMcKeever discuss music to be presented as,,part of the Murray StateUniversity_ Symphony Orchee/ra's annual spring concert at 8:15 p.m. Thur-sday, April 12, in Lovett Auditorium on the campus. Mason is the conductorof the 60-piece orchestra and McKeever will perform with the orchestra asa pianist in presenting Chopin's "Piano Concerto No. 1 in F Minor."
Calloway County High Third
daughter, Kriesta Gaines, all of
Murray.
The funeral is being held today at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with the Rev. Dr. William' P.
Mullins Jr. officiating. Mrs. Vernon
Shown is soloist and Mrs. Otto Erwin is
srganist.
Active pallbearers are Ken Andrews,
Dale Spencer, Hew Renley Cooper,
Lanny Turner, Glenn Clark and l'im
Hendrickson. Burial will follow in the
South Pleasant Grove Cemetery.
Honorary pallbearers are W. T. Hurt,
Virgil Knott, Eugene Nance, Hafford
Orr, Thurston Furches, Billy Paschall,
Mark Paschall, Otho Clark, T. Clark,
Bill Collins, George Dowdy, Groover
Parker, C. D. Vinson, William Gargus,
William James, Gene Darnell, Jamie
Trevathan, Duff Erwin, Joe Fridy,
Bobby Paschall, Will Ed Stokes, and J
H. Nix.
The family requests that expressions
of sympathy take the form of con-
tributions to the Memorial Fund of the
South Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church.
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FATALITY — A Murray man, Leon Cooper, was killed Saturday afternoon when his two-ton truck was struck by a
train at the railroad crossing on the State Line Road in Hazel. The vehicle caught fire and exploded as the train
pushed it 1,080 feet down the tracks. The Murray Fire Departinent, the Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad and the
Hazel Fire Department were called to extinguish the fire and clear the wreckage. Cooper was pronounced dead at
the scene by Calloway County Coroner Tommy Walker. Photo By H Alan Ran*
Commonsense Approach Urged
RECC Manager Asks Utility Regulation
John Edd Walker, general manager
of the Mayfield-based 26,000-member
West Kentucky Rural Electric
Cooperative, has called for com-
monsense regulation of the nation's
utility industries by cutting a "big ball
of red tape" called the regulatory
process. •
"If you're outraged about yqur
electric bill these days, then welcome to
the club," he said. "Even consumer- ,
owned non-profit rural electric systems
like ours can't hold the line when it
costs six times as much to build a





The last two Murrayans arrested and
charged with drug violations remain in
the Calloway County Jail following
their arraignment Friday in Calloway
County District Court.
The Thursday arrests of Ricky Dale
Nance, 21, Route 8, Murray, and Steve
Barnett, 27, Route 1, Almo, followed 14
drug arrests Wednesday in connection
with a four-county investigation con-
ducted by the Kentucky State Police,
Murray City Police, the Marshall
County sheriff's department and the
Paducah police narcotics division.
The first 14 persons charged were
arraigned Thursday evening.
A cash bond of $20,000 was set for
Nance, charged with trafficking in
[SD, a Class D felony. His preliminarY
hearing is set for April 30.
Cash bond for Barnett, charged with .
trafficking., in placiduls,
misdemeanor, was set at $5,000. May 16'1
was set as his trial date.
MHS Speech Team Takes Second
Place In State Speech Tourney
The Murray High School speech team
claimed second place in the 59th annual
Kentucky State Speen" Tournament
held this weekend at the University ot
Kentucky, while Calloway County High
School came in third. The awards were
announced at the awards banquet
Saturday afternoon.
Union County High School, with a
total of 127 sweepstakes points, cap-
tured first place in the tournament.
Murray High t?taled 123 points andccm. had 120. • ". •
Approximately 850 students from 101
schools participated in the event, which
was sponsored by the, KentuckY. High
School Speech League. "
11,IHS speech team nierdliers who won
first in the state included Debbie
Guerin and Greg Schmaltz in duet
acting and Mark Austin in dramatic
interpretation. Austin earned a berth in
the nationals.
Second place state winners from
Murray High were Debbie Guerin in
dramatic interpretation and Terry
Smith in discuesion.
Meleah Paschall, a CCHS speech
team member, won second place
statewide honors in girls ex-
temporaneous speaking. Calloway
County High members winning 'third
place were Chuck Williams in original
oratory and Chris Taylor in boy* er-
temporanereis.
Chris Taylor and Dale Finney of
CCHS 'i6ok thlrallitice in varsity
debate. In addition, Taylor was
recognized as one of the top 10 debaters
statewide.
Pat Whitlow, MIIS member', was a
state finalist in oratory, while Isivis
Bossing of Murray High WAS a state
finalist in humorous interpretation.
Calloway County team members
competing in the final round were Mike
Jackson, Kim Weatherford and Marcie
Cunningham.
Other Murray High School teen
members contributing to their total
point standing were Mary Morris, %/le
Pitts, Sharon Whaley,. Heather
man, Steve Sears, Kelly Overb(S.
Terry Cavitt, Richard Simon, Sue Nall,
Nancy_ Ielesovk and Kimberly Owens-
Several members of bothlocid epee'
teams are in Morehead competing in
the National r..s.ranaic League District
Tournament today and tunforrOvt. Thi6
tournament is the other qualifying
tournament for national compeeion'
The Murray High team is coached by
Mark F.therton, and Calloway Countr's
coach is Larry England.
In 1973, the West Kentucky RECC
manager pointed out, it cost $150 per
kilowatt to build a coal-fired generating
plant. "And today, it costs $900. Who
pays? The consumer."
Walker says inflation is partly to
blame for the enormous jump. But, he
says, the regulatory process is also
rolling generating plant construction
costs upward.
Ten years ago, 1* continued, only two
or three government permits were
needed,to build a generating station.
"That figure's up to 60 or more today,"
Walker stated. "In fact, one rural
electric ;ooperiktive _recently had to
obtain 64 for the plant it's building."
It takes time to get permits, he
continued, especially when the process
"is deliberately used as a weapon tn
efforts to block projects."
Now planners must allow eight to 10
years for constructing a coal-fired
station that a decade ago could be
completed in three to four years, he
said.
"Each day work is delayed on a
* million-kilowatt generating plant, its
cost increases by more than $300,000,"
the cooperative official said.
"Somebody has to pay the bill,"
Walker continued. • ,
Ffe' said that not only will today's
construction delays coat consumers
billions tomorrow, but they're robbing
the nation of its ability to meet future
energy demands, a matter of gravest
concern.
"We're not saying, 'Down with
regulation!' — far from it," Walker
.continued. "A nation such as ours must
regulate its utility industries, sensibly.
But let's be aware that reguletion, like
everything else, bears a price tag.
"Commonsense regulation is in the
public interest," Walker concluded.
"Over-regulation is not."
.,,;.:4,:.,,Aagilmiarowi..,....e,Q4-;7. •
The 12 of Jesus were gallant men, but flawed with the weaknesses
and shortcomings common to humanity. .,
A five-part Easter series about them, "The Fine, Fallkble Twelve," starts
today in The Murray Ledger & Times. ,
Drawn primarily from the Bible, and also other ancient Christian
writings, it was,written by George W. Cornell, AP religion writer, and
illustrated by Larry Zwart.
Cornell is author of numerous books on religion, including "The Untamed
God" ( Harper & i.i..,...7. ) ,.-,. .,.,„."Beholdthe Man.::: vi: :44,0%"„„„:.,:
Harmon Elected State President
Of WOW; Scruggs Is Treasurer
James bee Harmon, 2207 Edin-
borough Dr., Murray, was elected state
president of the Woodmen of the World
Life Insurance Society at the state
convention held in Louisville during the
past week-end.
The meeting, attended by more than
7.,..400 officers, delegates and members
concluded its session at the Holiday Inn
South on Sunday morning.
• Harmon will lead the Kentucky
Woodmen membership for the next two
years and will be one of its represen-
tatives to the next national convention.
James Lee Harmon
Thomas C. Scruggs, also of Murray,
was elected state treesurer.
• Harmon has been active in Woodmen
service since he became a member of
Hazel Camp 138 in 1956, and has held all
elected offices of the Hazel Camp. He
has attended every -Jurisdictional
convention since 1957 and has served on
various state committees as well as
held several state offices. In 1971 he-
was elected state treasurer and has
served in that capacity for the past
eight years.
He is a graduate of Hazel High School
and attended Murray State University.
He is married to the former Jo Ann
Elkins and they have three children:
Kent, a sophomore at Murray State
University, Joe, a junior at Murray
High School and Leigh, an eighth
grader at Murray Middle School. •
Harmon is a member of the Green
Plain Church of Christ. A member of
the Murray Lions Club, he has a 17 year
perfect attendance record, and has
served as president and past district
cabinet secretary-treasurer; and is
presently serving as district publicity
chairman. He has been active in Cub
Scout and Boy Scout work and in local
community drives for the American




Scruggs has been a member of the
Woodmen of the World since 1947 and is
a graduate of Hazel High School, and
attended Murray State also. He is a
member of the Hazel United Methodist
Church and is a veteran of World War
II. He is married to the former Martha
Nell Myers and they have two children,
Toni Jones and Tim Scruggs. He was
recently named to the Board of
Directors of Dees Bank of Hazel and is
presently employed by the Murray
Insurance Agency.
Aubrey Willoughby of Murray was
elected to the State Fraternal Com-
mittee. 
1
A large delegation from Murray and .
Calloway County attended the meeting.
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Slow. . clearing and un-
seasonably cold tonight. Lows
.fsom the upper 20s to low 30s
Partly sunny and a little warmer
Tuesday. Highs from the upper









11111AI By Abigail Van Buren
Being a Grandfather
Isn't Grand to Him
DEAR ABBY - Our 16-year-old daughter recently mar-
ried a boy my husband doesn't approve of, but she was preg-
dant at the time and it seemed the best solution. (She didn't
tell us she was pregnant until it was too late to do anything
about it.(
The baby was born three months after they were married.
It was a little boy, so they named him after my husbahd, hop-
ing it would soften him up, but it-didn't work. Our son-in-law
is going 'to 'eollege and working,- too, trying Ur make
something of himself, but my. husband hates him. He's still
so upset over thew hole business he hasn't even gone to see
the baby yet. I go often, but I have to go alone.
Abby. I Think my husband is acting like a stinker. "tut
there's nothing I can do about it. Do' youhave any ugges-
tions for getting him to forgive those kids and start acting
like a grandfather? (Don't .tell me to lock him out of the
bedroom.) He would break down the door.
NEW GRANDMA
DEAR GRANDMA: Quit begging your husband to
. forgive the kids and start acting like a grandfather.. Unless
he's a temininal stinker with a heart of stone, eventually he'll
around. And if he d-tarCt - if's hie %es.
DEAR ABBY: I am a /7.-.year-old biy who has, been
reading your column faithfully for yeses. I've seen many let-
ters from girls asking how to say "no" to a boy without los-
iim:him permanently, but I've never seen a letter from a boy
asking the same question about girls, so here goes:
I am tall and considered good-looking by most people. My
problem is that on dates, girls sometimes want me to go
farther than I know I should for the good of, both of us.
How can I say "no" without making a fool of innelf?
Abby, rhave discovered that the boy is not always the
aggressor, so how about-lending a helping hand to us guys
by printing this letter and your answer?
BUDDY IN BELOIT
•
DEAR BUDDY: You have answered your own question
ye intellinatly. At the appropriate time, sa)i, "We have
gone miler as we are going - for the good of both of us."
(And if you make a '1.00l" of yourself with that statement, I -
know a lot of fine young women who are looking for the kind
of "fool" you are.I -
DEAR ABBY: How do you fell a relative that it's time she
and her husband gave a party? When-this couple moved to
_ town over tsto years ago, they didn't know a soul. We in-
troduced them to all our friends,, and now our friends are
their friends, too. -
- They are an attractive couple, well-liked and popular, but
if they don't start inviting some of those people back, they
won't be well-liked and popular much longer.
Since we, in a sense, sponsored them, we feel somewhat
responsible for their social- sins of omission. What do we do?
I can hardly hold my head up.
KISSING COUSIN
DEAR COUSIN: It's not necessary to stiek„your neck out
in order to hold your head up. H you're concerned about this
couple's threatened loss of popularity as well as the reflec-
tion pn yourselves, tell your cousin that when she starts to
reciprocate her social obligations you'll be glad to help her.
If she doesn't take the hint-you've done your part.
*CONFIDENTIAL TO .1 AND K: Too much togetherness
is unhealthy for a marriage. If you're together all the time,
you'll have nothing new to tell each other. What could be
more boring?
Getting married? Whether you want a formal -church
wedding or a simple do-your-own-thing ceremony, get
Abby's new booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding,"
Send 91 and a long, stamped (28 cents) self-addrersecl
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tonite's movies
For Program Information, Please Call 753-3314
VIVA I SALLY



































Miss Ann Burrii.s lpperson
,--- Dr. and Mrs. William Burrus Apperson of Meridian, Miss.,
announce the engagement of their daughter, Ann Burn" to
John Gibson Compton, son of Mr. and Mrs. William Bend
Compton, also of Meridian.
The bride-elect is the granddaughterof Jefferson St. Clair r
Hewlett of Owensboro and the late Mrs. Hewlett, and of Mr.
and Mrs. Cleo Norman Apperson of Mayfield.
Miss Apperson .attended Meridian High School and
Mississippi - State University. She is presently working
toward her B. S. degFee in nursing at Mississippi University
for. Women, Columbus: Miss. In high school she was a
member of the Dusty Social. Club. While attending
Mississippi State University, :Miss Apperson was a member
of Phi Mu- sorority, was Selected model active in 1977 and
served as ,vimpresidertt fhe thapten,She was apixtmat_.:
student..
Mr:TomptCon, grandson of Mrs. Joseph Hays Harper of —
Meridian, Miss., and the late Mr. Harper, and of Mrs.
-William Leon Compton and the late Mr. Compton, also of,:
-Meridian, attended Meridian High School, and will receive -
his degree in business floni MisSissippi State Unpersity. In
high school he was a member of Phi Kappa, and while at
Events Listed For Community Calendar
Monday, April 9
singles Unlimited will meet
at 7 p.m. in the social hall of
the First United Methodist
Church for a snack and sing
social. Sarah Sims will en-
tertain: All singles and their
children are invited.
parents Anonymous will
meet at 7115 p.m. For in-
formation call 759-1792 or 753-
9261.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
the Health Center, North
Seventh and Olive Streets,
Murrar-at 7:30 p.m.
Murray Hairdressers are
scheduled to meet tonight.
- -Mattie Belle Hayes Circle of
First United Methodist church
will meet in the senior youth
roonathe church at 7 p.m.
Mississippi State he was a member of Kappa Sigma
fraternity and Was selected Phi Mu Big Brother.
The Wedding will be held on Saturday, May 26, at 7 p.m. at








Mary Janice Cooper opened





Thompson 1 g the opening
:prayer and reading-the prayer
calendar.
Mrs. Cooper presèited the
progtani on "Dare T
concerning the Week,
Prayer for HomeMissions
the Annie Armstrong mission
offering. The offering taken at
the March meeting.was given
tothe Annie Armstrong fund._ -
, The wome%planned a White
Bible Service for Judy Brown
and Randy Herndbn on March
18. and the mission project for'
the month which was to buy
two batiks on prayer for -the
library.
Refreshments' were served
by Mrs. Cooper. Also present
were Laura Paschall and
Susie Scott.
DEAR DB. LAMB 
!
- I
vvould like to know just What
is Cholesterol? Is there any
way you can rid your bOdy of
- it once you have it? Would
you list in two groups the.
foods that are highest 'in
cholesterol and the foods
lowest in, cholesterol'
- DEAR _READER Cho--
lestetrri--ts---a yellow .waxy_
substance formed chiefly by
your liver. It's emptied with
the bile -from your liver into
Our small intestine,
Cholesterol is an animal_
ptoduct. That means that
you get cholesterol from ani-
mal 'foods. as well as from
cholesterol formed by your
liver. Both sources are
mixed together in yOur
small intestine and absorbed
through the intestinal wall
- back into your circulation.
You can help-lower blood
cholesterol by decreasing
the cholesterol in your food
and by decreasing your fat
consumption. The fat in your
food enhances the absorp-
tion of choleslerol into,your
circulation. Then if there's a
way. to block the absorption
of the cholesterol, [Eat wilf-
help. And finally if there's a
way to. encourage your liver
to formless cholesterol, that
helps. ,
There are some sub-
stancies on the market that
will bind the cholesterol..
There is a new oil substitute
Lawrence E. Lamb, M.D.
that isn't absorbed that does
bind with part, of the choles-
terol and then it's eliminated
with the. rest of the undi-
gested food material. This
substance has not been
cleared for public use et
and is in the experimental
stage: Meanwhile,, a low-
cholesterol diet and ade-
quate aMoinits of-exercise
are measures that you can
do which help in many
nstances. You must be ab-
solutely certain to keep your
body weight down to prevent
obesity if at all possible.
Now about your different
ood lists. To give you some
general guidelines about
ow-fat,- low-cholesterol
diets, I'm sending you The
Health Letter number 1-3,
Diet Preventing Atheros-
clerosis. Other readers who
want, this issue can. send 50
cents with a long, stamped.
self-addressed envelope for
it. Send your request to Mf'
in care of this newspaper,
P.O. Box 1551, Radio City
Station, New York, e NY
10019.
Since cholesterol is ai ani-
mal product, it follows at
none of the .vegetables. fruits
or cereals contain any cho-__
lesterol at all. People some-
times 'get confused about
coconut oil because it has a
large amount of saturated
fat in it. The coconut oil
doesn't contain cholesterol
l'.LAYTON is pictured sinning a solo declaring
(eked' witettirdesnrin tifk..produr troll of "The V' if4rit
fit recently presented by the' Drama _ Club at Darid
Lipscomb High School, Nashville, Tenn. Three night and 4u
matinee performances were presented to record audiences,
Dania_ son of Jetties and Betty' _Clayton. 1304 Olive
Boulevard. Murray, is a iunior honor student at David
Lipscomb High School. He sina tenor in the Lipscomb High
setnati -A-44apella ('horus: 4-Is-a--member-of the Speeekr
I )ra ma, French, end Beth Clubs. •
Monday, April 9
American Legion Post 73
and Auxiliary 73 wil have a
dinner meeting at 6:30 p.m.
Murray-Calloway County
Board of Directors of Com-
munity Theatre is scheduled
to meet at the Public Library
at 7 p.m.
Dorothy Moore Circle of the
First Presbyterian Church
will meet at 7:15 p.m. at the
home of Cynthia Peterson 901
North 18th Street.
Reservations for ladies day
luncheon for Wednesday at
noon at the Murray Country
Club should be made with
Shirley Boone, 753-5636, by
today.
Tuesday, April 10
Household shower for Mr.
and Mrs. Don Swift who lost
their mobile home and con-
tents by fire will be held at the
fellowship hall of the Kirksey
United Methodist church at 1
p.m. For information call 489-
2154 or 489-2112.
Ruth Warren Group of
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
will meet with Patsy Neale.
EIrn Grove Baptist Church
Women will meet with Ruby
Futrell at 1:30 p.m.
Calloway County YFAettes
will meet at the Murray
Vocational School at 7:30 p.m.
Homemakers Clubs will
meet as follows: New
Providence With Fonda
Grogan and Parks Read with
Barbara White, bah at 1 p.m.
urray Star Chapter No.
the_Eastein_Star
eet at 7:39 p.m. at the
-lodge \ 11. —
'Groupl of First Baptist
Church omen will meet as
follows: with Mrs. Charles
Mercer atl a.m., II with Mrs.
Burrnin Parker at
and III with Mrs. E. C. Jones
at 2.p.m.
• Baptist Young Women of
Memorial Baptist Church will'
meet at 7 p.m. at tleichurch.
Brotherhood and R. A.
Outing of • the Memorial
Baptist Church will start at
the church at 8:30.
but the saturated fat en-
hances absorption of choles:
terol and stimulates the
liver to produce excessive
amounts of cholesterol. Oth-
erwise, you can consume
most of the fruit, vegetable,
cereal group without any
concern about cholesterol
and very little concern about
fat content_ Of course, you
tria-stter -attet fatty-choles-
terol abbstances to those
foods.
• The most commonly used
food that contains lots of
cholesterol is the egg yolk.
Each egg ' yolk contains
about 225 mge of cholesterol.
If you're trying to limit your
intake to 300 mgs a day or
lessand use many. egg yolks,
you will, quickly haire ex-
ceeded your allotted
amount.
As a general rule, 100
grams (three-and-one-half
ounces) raw weight of the
edikre portion only of meat,
fish and poultry contains
about 70 milligrams of cho-
lesterol. That's really not
very high when consumed in
reasonable portions.
Butterfat contains quite a
bit of cholesterol. Skim milk,
uncrearned cottage cheese
are relatively low in choles-
terol and provide a good
source of calcium tor your
diet.
Circles of First United
Methodist Chureh Worne9 will
meet as follows: Alice Waters
with Mrs. Otis-Brooks, Bessie
tucker with Mrs. Jack Bailey,
and Maryleona Frost with
Mrs. Charles Baker, all at 9:30
a.m., and Faith Doran in
senior youth room at 2 p.m.
Groups of First Christian'
Church CWF will meet as
follows: I with Mrs. Frank
Holcomb, 1206 Dogwood
Drive-, at 10 a.m. with the Rev.
Fred Morton as speaker; IV
with Ms. Corinne McNutt, 712
Main Street, at 7:30 p.m. with
program by Mrs. Greg
McKeel.
Ellis Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 far
activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens including
devotiOn-at 10:05 a.m., first
lesson in a series on consumer
buying by Frances Brown at
11 a.m., lunch at noon, and
band practice at 1 p.m.
Murray JOPS (take off
pounds sensibly )-Club will






US OP OUR APPEARANCE
, is a threat to our health and happiness You have
counted Calories; taken -shats.,_trieci exercise. drugs
'shocks and tad diets NOTHING SEEMS TO WORK. • •
INATIS. UNTIL NOW. The A.S.M. Control Cantor can ,
otter a method and techniaiie to help you control -
and socireiS your compulsive appetite. Interested'
Thousands have been helped using the A .S.M.
Control System Method. cap today 753-9909. It
may change your life style! Personal-and group,
consultations
" • Wilma Robards,
Consultant-
Tuesday, April 10
Activities for Hazel Senior
Citizens will include lunch at
11:45 a.m., and table games,
quilting, or own work at 12:15
p.m.
st 
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at 10 a.m. at the Dexter
Center.
Scorpio will present a rock
concert at 7:30 p.m. in Room
'423, Eagle Gallery, Fine Arts
Center, Murray State.
Recital by Vickie Hays,
Ledbetter, piano, will be at
8:15 p.m. at the Recital Hall,
Fine Arts Annex, Murray
State. ,
Murray State Wonien's
Tennis team will meet the
University of Tennessee at
Martin at the University
Courts. .
Tuesday, April 10
Murray Band Boosters will
meet at 7:30 p.m. in the
Murray High School band
room. This will be an im-
portant meeting.
Wednesday, April 11
Circles of First United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at 7:30 p.m. as follows:
.Ruth Wilson at church and
Weileyan with Alice
Koenecke.
Murray Bass Club will meet
at 6:30 p.m. at Triangle Inn,
Wednesday, April 11
Homemakers Clubs will
meet as follows: New Concord
with Mrs. Rainey Lovins at 11
a.m. for a potluck luncheon;
Pottertown at 10 a.m, at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord;
Harris Grove with Mrs.
Carnian. D'Angelo at 1 p.m.;
Pacers changed to April 18.
frowling for senior citizens
will be at 1:30 p.ni. at Corvette
I.anes
Frances .Brovxn wit teach a
lesson on consumer education
at the Hazel- Community
'Center for the Hazel Senior
Citizens. Thi,s will be craft
club day and those having
birthdays in April will be
recognized.
Seminar on notetaking and
listening, sponsored by
Murray State Learning Center
will be in Room 313, -Special
Education Building, at- 9:30
bin. and 1:30 p.m.
MSU Student Government
and WKYX will present
Jinuny -Buffett _plus the Coral
Reefer Band at 8 p.m. at the
Murray State University
Fieldhouse. - •
Ladies day luncheon will be
held at 12 noon at the Murray
Country Club. Bridge will be
played at 9:30 a.ni.
ot. • • - 0C3„„c3 attk
kItAk PO°. • kt tA
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20 1rSq ri* CLEANING07 Regular Price CARPET or RUG
(Wall to Wall, or In Uur Modern Plant)
* FREE ESTIMATES *
Phone 753-2553
BOONE'S CLEANERS
"The Cleaner Interested In You"
603 Main St. Murray Ky.
Captain D's
FISH DINNER




You get french fries, cole slaw,
I 
hush puppies and ,




























Production Of 'Guys And
Dolls' Planned At Murray
"Guys and Dolls," the
concluding production of the
University Theatre season,
" will be produced on April 19,
20, and 21 at 8:00 p.m. in the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.
"Guys and Dolls" is the
story of Broadway's low life
characters who are sen-
timentalized and pic-
turesquely portrayed. There
are two leading guys. Nathan,
who will be played by John
-Hayes, of Melbourne, Fla., is
the manager of floating dice
games and has been engaged
to his doll for fourteen years!
Adelaide, his doll and
characterized by Sarah Coller
of Lorain, Ohio, is a night club
singer who longs for a "home
with wall paper and
bookends."
The other guy, Sky
Masterson, is a high stakes
bettor. He bets on longshots --
even that he can take a Save-.
A-Soul mission lassie who is
severe and very angelic. Sky
will be played by Kent Jenkins
of Calvert City. Sky's doll,
Sarah, is intent on converting
LERMANS






















Pick *and choose from a large
collection of texturized poly-.
ester., Distinctive and dashing
styles for business or dress.











White & Colors $
Sizes 1447











the Broadway low lifes. She
spends her time inviting
people to come to the mission
and is totally unaware of Sky's
bet. Bonnie Lancaster of Cadiz
is cast as Sarah.
While major elements of the
story are unwinding, such
stereotypes as Society Max
and Scranton Slim are
searching for a safe hideaway
to hold their dice game.
Should it be in the Biltmore
garage, Hie local school, or
behind the mission? There are
serious questions for the
humorous creatures.
The action of the piece is
punctuated by numerous
songs of a memorable nature.
Audiences will recall the
popular "Bushel and A Peck,"
"Take Back Your Mink," as
well as "More I Cannot Wish
You."
"Guys and Dolls," a
musical fable of Broadway,
was made into a successful
motion picture which starred
Frank Sinatra and Marlon
Brando. Tickets for the
production are now on sale
and may be reserved by
calling the University Theatre
at 762-4421.
SQUEEZE PLEASE
Pinch the flesh at the back
of your upper arm at a-point
midway between the elbow
and the shoulder. One idch or.
less and you're not considered




Linda lictv Chaney •
and Howard Wavne Duncan
Mr. and Mrs. William C. Chaney o(Murray announce the
er_gagernent and approaching •ruarriage of their nungest
daughter, Linda Kay, to Howard Wayne Duncan, son'of Mrs.
Martha Ann Cothran of Sharpe and of Charles F. Duncan of
Dexter.
Miss Chaney is a 1978 graduate of Calloway County High
School -and is presently attending Murray State University;
'She is employed at the Kenlake State Resort Park.
Mr. Duncan is a 1977 graduate of Calloway County High
School. He is employed by Paschall 411-ck Lines.
The wedding ceremony will be performed on Saturday,
May 12, at 7 p.m. at the home of the bride-elect's parents with--
;the Resr Calvin Wilkins officiating. Only the immediate -




FOR Ttlt:WAY, APRIL 10,1979
What kind of day 'will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES 
( Mar. 21 to -Apr. 19) 1
Any health indisposition in
the morning should clear up
by the p.m. Avoid friction with
close allies. Define future
plans, and stick to your guns.
TAURUS
I Apr. 20 to May 201
Trust your hunches but
avoid friction with co-
workers. Saving time for




(May 21 to June 20)
If social life doesn't
measure up to your ideal
picture, you're liable to be
antagOnistic. Realize that
Rome wasn't built in a day.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
Innovative plans regarding
work schedules may upset the
apple cart. Save these ideas
for a time when others are
more receptive.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 221
Financial hunches may pay
off, but it can be difficult to get
others to understand your






(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
Opportunity arises through
friends, but take nothing for
granted regarding financial
matters. Check with con-
cerned parties before moving
ahead with plans.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22 )
Confidential career moves
pay off, but the competition
will have to be handled
gingerly. Watch out for p.m.
antagonism from others.
SORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) Ineel'Ig''
Do your iroric quietly and
don't make waves. Co-
workers may- be envious.
Communication with those at
a distance works to your
advantage.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 3egt--
Social planning may not
turn out as anticipated Be
cooperative with others who
are somewhat edgy
Capitalize on career op-
portunity.
tAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) Va
Get in touch with those at a
distance despite your
hesitancy. Domestic and
career interests need careful
handling to avoid friction.
AQUARIUS
Jaw 20 to Feb. 181
Be on the lookout for op-
portunity on the job. Try to be
cooperative, and don't get
drawn into an argument.
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X(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Take advantage of a
'romantic opportunity. Don't
let financial matters be a .
Cause of dissension. Joint'
business moves are subject to
change. ,
,Y01.1 BORN TODAY have a
strong sense of responsibility.
A good manager and
promoter, you'd make a good
spokesman for any cause you
believed in You have a
genuine interest in reform and
are often attracted to politics.
You do best in'an occupation
where your intellectual
qualities are given the chance
for full expression. A good
writer and speaker, you can
also succeed in the arts. Law,
medicine, psychology,
banking, and acting are some
of the other fields in which
you'd find happiness. Bir-
thdate of: Clare Boothe Luce,
writer and ambassador; Max





The Murray Civic Music
Association presented its final
concert for this season in
Lovett •Auditorium this past
Tuesday evening. Two young
singers, Louise Russell,
soprano, and Richard
Fredricks, baritone, were the
featured artists,. assisted by
Marshall Williamson, pianist.
Membership in the Civic
Music Association, is con-
tinually proving itself to be
one of the best 'musical
bargains around. Not only was
last Tuesday's program a
diverting and pleasant con-
clusion to our -Rrres of con-
certs here in Murray, but
members had the 'further
advantage of hearing
Paducah's four_ clarerts as
well. All in all, it has been a
deservedly successful year for -
Civic Music; not many small
cities of our size are so for-
tunate.
Ms. Russell and Mr.
Fredricks, who are husband
and wife as well as musical
partners, sang a generous
number of duets from both
opera and musical comedy.
Each one also presented a
group of solo songs. Ms.
Russell's sensitive handling of
her four Rachmaninoff pieces
was a striking and effective
contrast to Mr. Fredricks'
lusty and spirited delivery of
his group of songs from Spain
and Argentina.
Mr. Fredricks' excellent
background as a singing actor
was much in evidence. Hrwas
always supremely at ease on
stage, establishing at once a
warm and relaxed rapport
with his audience'.
Ms. Russell's most exciting
moment was her dextrous
exhibition of coloratura-
technique in Rossini's "Una
voce poco fa".
To their credit, the two
singers did not ignore our own
American musical heritage,
Their selections from George
Gershwin's "Porgy and
Bess", along with duets from
"Brigadoon" and "My Fair




with a great deal of verve and
sensitivity.- He appeartsi to
relish every moment at the
keyboard, a commendable
trait indeed in • an ac-
companist.
I devoutly wish for Civic
Music next season continued
success and an even larger
membership. All Of us should
be proud of its past; we can all
benefit by becoming a part of
its future next fall.
;
DIN 3 OF PACK 76, Cub Scouts, North Calloway Elementary School studied magic
for the month of March. They visited the Calloway) County Public library on March 15
to see books on magic and scouting. Pictured, left to right, front row, Gary Thwe'att,
Shea Noonan, Chester Garner, back row, Monte Stalls andHampton Brooks. Cindy
Dyer and Ann Brooks are leaders for the den. -
Pre-Easter Services
Sponsored By
The Murray Calloway County'
Ministerial Association
This Week at these churches:
Wednesday, April 11 Thursday, April 12
1st Christian Church 1st Baptist Church




Dr. Bill Mullins, Speaker,
NooriServices 12:00-12:30
Theme
The Resurrection of Jesus
Congregational Singing
and






Now at Wendy's, kids 12 & under can enjoy
our delicious, Single Hamburger (it's a
qtiarter-pound of fresh beef) for HALF THE
REGULAR PRICE -- when dining with an
adult. So treat the kids, and sketch your
eatin' out budget . . . NOW!
Dining room service only -- not available
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A new lapel button is tin the
scene with a message that
sounds contradictory:
"Savings may be hazardous to
your wealth."
• But it makes the point that
the inflation rate is running
well ahead of the interest ear-
ned on small savings accounts
in banks and savings and loan
institutions. In terms of pur-
chasing power, $100 placed in a
savings aecount earning bet-
ween 5 and 6 percent is worth
less at the end of a year than it
was at the beginning,
especially when the interest
earnings are subject to income
tax.
The lapel button is part of a
drive to persuade Congress and
the agencies regulating the
banking industry to come to the
small saver's rescue.
As a button-Wearing witness
told a congressional hearing
recently, the new six-month
savings certificates offering an
interest rate pegged to that or
U.S. Treasury bills — currently
over 9percent — are no help to
vast numbers of savers who
cannot make the required
minimum investment of
$10,000.
There is no simple solution.
Exempting savings interest
from income tax would help
make savings accounts more of
a paying proposition. The U. S.
Savings and Loan League is
supporting a proposal to reduce
to $100 the minimum in-
veitment in long-term savings
certificates which pay as much
as 8 percent interest but now
require a $1,000 investment.
Government-sponsored insu-
rance protects savings ac-
counts against the failure of
banks and thrift institutions.'
There is no insurance,
however, to protect savers
against the erosion of the valhe
of their money by inflation. An
adjustment in tax laws or in-
terest rates may serve that pur-
pose.
'MARTI
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems — fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these eolumns, write
Heartline, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
. igclude a stamped, self-addressed
elivelope. The most usefuLreplies will
.be printed in this column.
frEARTLINE: I am going to be 65
years old this year. I have been
.draiving Social Security for three years
now. When I turn 65, I will become
eligible for Medicare. I am very un-
decided about buying a supplemental
health insurance policy for Medicare. I
am in excellent health and have not
been to the doctor (except for a _wady
checkup) in about 20 years. Everything
I read says that a person's income and
/desires should dictate whether he buys
• an insurance policy. Do you think a
person's present state of health should
have some bearing on this? — K.F.
In some cases, health would be a
determining factor, but you could be
taking a big risk by letting your current
state of health influence your decision.
Your health could change rapidly, and
once you become unhealthy, it then
might be very difficult,., if not im-
possible, to get health insurance and a
good Medicare supplement.
There are, in some states, Medicare
supplement policies which will cover
you for all pre-existing health con-
ditions immediately. Some people have
been lucky enough to find such a policy
after their health turned for the worse.
Others have been less fortanate and
have lost their life savings, home and
everything else they worked for during
their entire lives.
Heartline has developed a book on
purchasing health inwrance. To order,
send $1.75 to Heariline's Guide to
Health Insurance, P.O. Box 11934,
'Chicago, IL 60611. Please allow six
weeks for delivery.
HEARTLINE: I am a recent widow
of a disabled veteran. I am 56 years old.
My husband passed away due to
complications of a service-connected
disability. Is it possible for a surviving
Spouse of a veteran who died of ,a ser-
vice-connected disability to obtain a VA
home loan' R.S.
Yes, It may be possible also for an
Unmarried widow or widoWer to qualify
for restoration of entitlement in order
to reuse the home loan entitlement
More than once. Check with your
nearest VA regional office for more
detaiLs.
HEARTLINE: I have filed a claim
with the Department of Labor for Black
Lung benefits. I am also drawing Social
Security disability benefits. I have
heard that 13lack Lung benefits will
•offset- dollar for dollar my- Social
,Security disability. However, my Social
Sesurity office tells me tharNocial
- -Seeirri tY4sability and Black. ..Lung_
benefits will not affect each other. Can
you tell me which 'is -correct? — N.B.
Before mid-1973 Social Security had
jurisdiction over all Black Lung claims
andibenefits. These Black Lung
benefits did not affect Social Security
dipbility. benefits. /rfter mid-I973,
however, Black Lung benefits were
transferred to the Department of Labor
and regulations became much the same
as for Federal Workmen's Com-
pensation. So, the Black Lung beneftth
you may receive from the Department
of Labor will offset dollar for dollar
your Social Security disability benefits.
.fierIf you are age 62 or over, you cot -
change your disability benefits to
regular Social Security early
retirement benefits. 'However, if you
also have Medicare, or will soon
become eligible for .early Medicare
coverage through your disability
be,pefits, then you would lose your
Medicare coverage. After age 65, you
can draw your Social Security with no
effect on your Black Lung benefits.
The Strangest Race In Mem
FRANKFORT—This is the strangest
race in memory -among a bunch of
Democrats seeking to represent their
party in November.
There is a field of nine in the
governor's race, not one to date with a--
ciistinguisable had. For thepolitjçal
 it's like a horseplayer trying to
Pick a winner in a $1500 claiming race
at second-rate .track.
Mually by this time a front runner
has been established as the one to beat.
Out of the nine, there are six major
cdhdidates actively Campaigning. They
are Terry McBrayer, former state
legislator and preiumed choice of Gov.
Julian Carroll; Lt. Gov. Thelma
Stovall; State Auditor George Atkins, ,
former Louisville Mayor Harvey
Sloane: first district Congressman
Carroll Hubbard, and John Young
Brown Jr. who had millions in the
Kentucky . Fried.. Chicten fast-food..
chain.
The other three are Doris Shuja
Binion,. Lexington; John Weikel,
• Louisville, Sand perennial candidate
Lyle Willis of Corbin.
There are four inlhe Republican race
with former Gov. Louie B. Nunn and
former' state Senator Ray B. White of
Bowling Green campaigning statewide.
The others are Thurman Jerome
Hamlin, London: Elmer Begley Jr.,
•Hyden.
The Story Of -
+4444-44++++4-•-•
Calloway County





Entertainment during the corner of the century Vilso included
dramatic productions, local as well as traveling troupes, dancing and
brass bands. The first- entertainment house was constructed by
J. C. Linn, a veteran of the Civil War, on the east side of the squari
in about 1875 as best the date can be deteimined. Dramatic talent
originated with the more popular boys' and girls; :amonX whom was
the unforgettable Ella Bolen, daughter of Capt. J. N. Bolen, editor
of the Murray Gazette. The source of Miss Bolen's everlasting
caper, according ,to the journalistic sage John Mc Meloan, was not
in her dramatic art as in the possessing qualities of "rare beauty and
exquisite form." In on- e of her dramatic rolfs it, was necessary,
or an assumed necessity, that "she wear flee! -covered skin tights
such as a circus rider," a predetermination display that shook the
town to its roots when no lady's exquisite curves were publicly
viewed above the shoe tops. Her role was heralded as a revelation
of the first magnitude notwithstanding the consternaticin of the
whale-boned corseted feminists generation clamoring for 25-cent
reserved seats. Consequently, the show enjoyed sell-out perform-
ances before it took to the road for encores in Mayfield; Fulton; Paris
Paducah and Union City. Soon afterward, Capt.' &den moved
with hisikunily to Pocahontas, assuming the popularity of Miss
Ella accounting for the change in homesteads. -
Although the Linn Opera House wal too hot to handle for th.,
age, it was leveled by fire. Its succesor was the Woodruff Opera
House erecte4 as a stock company just off the square on North 5th
Street with J. I. D. Woodruff holding principal interests .The build-
ing served as thc hrt center of Murray for. morethan hall a cenhirv
The traditional stage, 'wings, curtains, two ornate box yeats flanking
the stage at either side, orchestra pit fronting the stage, auditorium
divided by .two aisles creating three main floor sections, a balcony.
evenly divided with an aisle leading up to the pigeon roost avorn
mOdating black patrons who were required to use a side entran< .
for access to.the second brilemiy. The main entrance on the street
.1e9Fiiioused thg-kffice leading up.a--4•ido '&441n911?-likr the -ticket
-taker- into the -IsigJbom, illiiretlatrd by tali 'and cviltng
uppermost bulbs brilliantly light angelic bugle-toting frescoes in an
Inverted dome which charmed the intemission audience in a neck-
breaking exercise: It was the supreme in- theatrical construction of
western Kentucky, thus contributing to theglory that Murray enjoyed
as the art center of the Jackson Purchase: •
Ta- He Continued
There is one Socialist Workers Party'
didate by the name of Liz Jayko of
kuisville.
In the lieutenant governor's race the
field is just about as crowded with six
candidates. '
They are.. Martha Layne Collins,
Versailles; .William M. -Bill" Cox,
Madisonville;- Richard. H. Lewis,-
Benton; Joe Prather, Vine Grove;
Charley T. Rowland, Meally; and Jim
Vernon, Frankfort and Corbin.
There are three Republicans running
for lieutenant governor. They are Bob
Bersky, Sturgis; Harold Rogers,
Somerset; and Granville Thomas,
London. .
On the Republican side in the
governor's race it is between Nunn and
White.- It can't be that clearly defined
among the Democrats.
However, yon have to presume that
McBrayer will-have.theadvantage Late
in the campaign,' presuming that he
gets the- full support of Governor ,
C.arroll's administration. Howeyer,
Carroll hasn't- made any public an-
nouRcement about his choice.
The state administration always
wields a lot of power 41:1 primary
campaigns and in the final race. The
administration has the resources to
- raise campaign funds and to.persuade
workers and political leaders to support
the administration choice.
But is somewhat of a different story
this time. The Carroll Administration
has been riddled with scandal and
charges of corru -A team of up to
40'FBI agents spen everal months last
year investigating te leasing con-
tracts, truck purch es, automobile
purchases'and truck ta es.
Some candiddtes are ing just as
far away from the state ad inistration
as possible.
Of the $4 top-- runners the'
Democrat battle, four are cons .ered
anti-administration, while Mrs.- St all
has .ntrryed an independent role s
lieutenant governor.
One of the big remaining.questions.is.
why did. Brown wait so late to get into:
the race!
s Consider these facts. Only three:
states have races for governor this
year: Kentucky, Mississippi and
Louisana. President Carter is having
trouble maintaining his popularity even
among his own party members.
Gov. Carroll is a good friend of
Carter. Carter certainly wants Ken-
tucky to remain Democratic next year.
1Brown underwrote a nationwide
'telethon a feud years ago to raise funds
for the financially ailing 'Democrats.
Is there dolibt in- Washagton that
Carroll couldn't_ bring McBrayer
through'
Was Brown persuaded to get into the
racy as a catalyst to bring all of the
dissident Kentucky Democrats
together in . hopes of retaining the
governorship?
There are all kinds of theories. The
reader may have one of his own.
Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, April 9, the 99th
day of'1979. There are 266 days left in
the year. •
Today's highlight in history'
On this date in 1865, the Civil War
ended as General Robert E. Lee
surrendered to General Ulysses S.
Grant at. Appomattox Court House,
Virginia -
On this date:
In 1682. the French explorer, La
Salle, reached the Gulf of Mexico after
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traveling down the Mississippi River.
In 1539, 75,000 people crowded around
Washington's Lincoln Memorial to hear
Black singer Marian Anderson after
she was barred from Constitution Hall.
In 1940, in, World War II, Germany
invaded Norway and Denmark.
In 1942, after more than three months
,of resistance, American and Filipino
forces on Bataan in the Philipptnes
were overwhelmed by the Japanese.
In 1963, Britain's Sir Winston
Churchill was proclaimed an honorary
citizen of the United States.'
In 1968, thousands of people took part
in funeral services in Atlanta, Ga., for
civil rights leader Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr.
Ten years ago: Vietnam War
protestors seized the main ad-
ministration building at Harvard-
University in Cambridge,
Massachusetts.
Five years ago: The United States
and the Soviet Union reached
agreement on a student exchange
pl•ogram.
One year ago: Loyal troops in the
East African country of Somalia
crushed an attempted coup by a group
of army officers.
Today's birthdays: Democratic
Senator Abraham Ribieq(g of Con-
necticut is 69 years old. Former
Democratic Senator J. William
Fulbright of Arkansas is 74. French
actor Jean-Paul Belmondo is 46.
Thought for today: The man who
makes no mistakes does not usually
make anything — E.J. Phelps;





Frejus. France - Jumbo, an &Year-
old elephant.; died yesterday during
tusk surgery, In spite of an attempted
- cardiac massage-tcr save-the- animal's-
life.
For by one Spirit are we all hap-The elephant, a veteran of this tired into one body. i Corinthianssouthern French town's zoo, was suf-
tering from sinus problems :after we may have differing name tagsfracturing a 
,
. 
down heris`es Christians; in heaven
1-( Provencal) . we will all be "united brethren"!
Looking Back
10 Years Ago
New officers and directors of the
Murray Lions Club are Z. C. Enis,
Lester Nanny, Joe Pat Ward, Rex
Thompson, John Belt, Frank Fail,
Finis Griffith, Joe Pat Trevathan,
Howard Koenen, Chuck Simons, W. B.',.
McCuiston, and R. L..Cooper.
Deaths reported include James
Coleman, 50, Rodney C. Watkins, 84,
Clovis A. i Jack) Wade, 56, and Joseph
William Howard, Jr.
Twila Adams, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Cody Adams, senior at Murray
State University, is pictured presenting
Sharon Venable, daughter of Mr. and
-1Gfrs.T.IVI:Veliable",--juntbratiVIStr, with
the annual Alpha Sigma Alpha special
education award at Murray State. The
award of $50 is presented each year to a
special education major.
The Kappa Department of the
Murray Woman's Club voted to donate
$250 toward the proposed pediatric
ward of the new addition to the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
Ground beef patties are listed at 50"..
cents per pound in the ad for Parker's'
Food Market this week.
Showing at the Capri Theatre is Walt •
Disney's "Swiss Family Robinson."
20 Years Ago
The Murray Board of Zoning
Adjustment held . its first meeting
yesterday. Members are James M.
Lassiter, Burgess Parker, James C.
Williams, Frank 1.ancaster, and
Howard Titsworth
Deaths reported include Parvin (Bat
Lassiter.
, Mrs. Barbara Harvill will direct the
1959 Girl Scout Day Camp at the
Murray Girl Scout Park on.Snipe Creek
June 8-12.
- The Rev. W. E. Mischke, district
suarerintendent of the Paris District at
-the' Methodist Church, will preside at
the quarterly conference at the Goshen
and Lynn Grove Churches on April 12 at
the Goshen Church.
Bacon is listed at 39 cents per pound
in the ad for Parker's Food Market this
week.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
' onster on the Campus" and "Blood
of e Vampire."
P dresses are listed as being
cleane or 89 cents each in the ad for
Boone La dry ea Cleaners this week.
30 ars Ago
The silver annive aary of the Murray
Rotary Club was obse\' d April 7 with
a dinner and program \i the Murray
Woman's Club House wi William G.
Nash as master of ceremonies. Guest
speaker was Henry A. Tayl Hen-
derson, past governor of R ry
District 161.
Deaths reported include Mrs. A.
Wood, 88, and Mrs. Minnie Mae Jones,
74, .
Homer A. Lassiter, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Garctie Lassiter of New Concord,
has resigned as instruction supervisor
for Marshall County, to accept a
position with the North Carolina
Department of Education, Raleigh, N.
C.
Jacqueline McCullough, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. A. I.:McCullough of
Whitlock, Tenn., was ?harried to Walter
Johnson Waterfield, son of Mr. and
Mrs. P. F. Waterfield of Murray, an
April 2 at the home of the groom's
sister, Mrs. Eugene Hughes, Murray.
Clara Jane Miller, Russell Phelps,
Jean Mueller, Clara Sanders, Conally
Taylor, Joe Richardson, Gaither Day,
Jack Bennett, Charles Herron, Barbara
Smith, and Patsy Weber are Murray
State students attending the Methodist
College Student Convention at
Morehead.
Letter To The Edit())
Warning
Device Needed
Letter To The Edit,pr.:
Last Saturday, this community
suffered a needlep and inexcusable
tragedy. With the dtath of Leon Cooper,
our own lives have been propor-
tionately diminished.
But the grief that we share with his
family should not blind us to the cause
of this loss. 
•Why is there no audible and visual
signs at this much-travelled crossing?
ains, with their scattered and
nscheduied runs cannot be anticipated
y the farmers and other persons using
State Line Road. After how many years
of crossings can a driver be lulled into a
false sense of security?'
The cost of an automatic warning
device at this crossing and at all such
crossings in the State is negligible when'
weighed against the life of this gentle.Christian man.
We can only grieve; over yesterday,but we cap 'work to avoid the next
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The Fine, Fallible Twelve.1
Jesus' Apostles A Mixed Group Of Men
EDITOR'S NOTE — This isthe first installmeat of a fise-part Easter series abuut the
apostles, the fine but faulty 12.Drawn from Scripture and oth-er ancient Christian writings,this first part focuses on Nath.
easel, also called Bartholo-mew, and on Matthew.
By GEORGE W. CORNELL
AP Religion Wilier
Besides being a breach u
manners, this close association
with the riffraff seemed to
Nathanael to lack taste. And
yet, he had to admit, Jesus did_.aseakea settle.. aitartlfaely—Wa—
cellent qualities even in the
wastrels and harlots. Most pe-
culiar!
Nathanael pursed his lip, a
bit flustered by it all. To his
fastidious sensibilities, it was
quite unseemly, to put it mild-
ly.
The way Jesus went about
heartening the dumb, diseased
and lame, the ritually unclean
... touching those lepers with
bells on their necks .. dining
with that servile, gold-grubbing
publican, Zacchaeus ... talking
intimately with that detested
Samaritan Jezebel, even though
custom forbade a man to speak
publicly with any woman_
The other apostles also were
scandalized at that Nathanael
sniffed loftily, recalling it.
A singular one, indeed, this
Jesus! He braced up the
shabbiest and lowest, una.sha-
inedly advocating it. "As you
did it to one of the least of
these my brethren," he said,
-you did it to me."
What must have particularly
stung Nathanael, however, was
when Jesus chose Levi, later
called Matthew, a disreputable
tax-collector for the hated Ro-
man usurpers, as a trusted
companion, one Of Jesus' coun-
cil of 12, symbolizing the 12
tribes of Israel.
It was a select, significant
- position as. Nathanael saw it,
an honored place with a teach-
er whom he deemed the extend-
ed hand of God. Surely it
seemed indiscreet to include a
toady to the foreign oppressor
in that elect circle.
Yet they were an uncommon-
ly mixed lot, those 12, highly
indioidualistic, of different ,out-
,looks and dispositions, some of
them sharply in conflict.
Even blood ties seemed to
have been frayed in one case
by past discord. The evidence
indicates at least three pairs of
brothers among them, including
Matthew, whose past alliance
with Rome's grinding system of
imperial tribute must have an-
tagonized his disapproving
brother, the Jewish patriot
James, both sons of Alphaeus.
More specifically identified













high-strung sons of the wealthy
Zebedee, James and John, ap-
parstiatly cousins of Jesus, both
closely associated with another
pair, the tall, sturdy Andrew
and his blustery brother, Simon
Peter. The foursome together
had worked in a big fishing
business owned by Zebedee.
The other six included the
skeptical yet courageous car-
penter-Thomas; the--
studious Nathanael; surnamed
Bartholomew, of intimated roy-
al lineage; his mutual friend,
the stolid, amiable Philip; arid
three apparently passionate
- Jewish rationalists besides
James, son of Alphaeus —
Thaddaeus, Simon the Zealot
and the fretful treasurer, Judas
Iscariot.
All but he, a lone Judean
from Kerioth in southerly*
Judea, came from the rebel-
lious, northern hill country of
Galilee, whose people were de-
scribed by first-century histo-
rian Joaaphus• as argumenta-
tive, innovative, fond of sedi-
tion but "withal the most chi-
valrous of men." The area
seethed with persistent up-
risings, crushed repeatedly and
ruthlessly by Roman troops.
It was In this restless, smol-
dering environment, swirling
with liberation yearnings, sus-
picions and retaliations, that
the Jewish rabbi, Jesus, began
his ministry by enlisting his co-
terie of 12, preparing them. to
perpetuate his message of
God's unfolding restoration of
mankind.
"Behold, I sent you out as
sheep in the midst of wolves,"
he told them one night, the
stars hanging low over the Ga-
lilean hills_ "So be wise as ser-
pents and innocent as doves ...
You will be hated by all for my
name's sake. But he who en-
dures to the end will be saved
"So have no fear of them
What I tell you in the dark, ut-
ter in the light: and what- you
hear whispered, proclaim upon
the housetops. And do not fear
those Who kill the body, but
cannot kill the soul ... He whb
finds his 14e will lose it, and he-
who loses 'his life for my sake
will find it."
It had an unsettling tone to
the refined, intellectual Nath-
anael, yet also the ring of ulti-
mate reclamation. Often called
Bartholomew, meaning Bar-
Tolmat, son of Tolmai, he had
previously lived in an impres-
sive, orchard-ringed house M
the socially elite Galilean town
of Cana.
A cultivated, properly de-
corous man of esthetic tem-
perament and delicate frame,
he had been in his garden read-
mg when his usually pragmatic
friend, Philip, emerged through





have found him of whom Moses
in the law and also the proph-
ets wrote, the son of Joseph.-
At the time, Nathanael sat on
a chair-lounge in the shade of a
magnificent 15-foot fig tree, its
branches spreading 25 feet.
Through many an hour, he had
studied there, irrunersed in
Jewish Scripture and the law,
, in. which ancient accounts say
he was a "doctor." The setting
was recommended by rabbis
for contemplation, and Nath-
anael scrupulously - upheld pro-
prieties.
Oil gleamed on his black cur-
ly hair and finely combed
beard. He was said to be of
noble birth, connected by de-
scent with the Egyptian house
of Ptolemy. He gazed up quizzi-
cally at Philip's extravagant
claim, his brows arching over
.his aristocratically- straight
nose, his large, dark eyes regis-
tering amusement. -
He knew of Joseph's car-
pentry business in the neighbor-
ing peAsant village of Nazareth,
only 30 furlongs 13.5 miles to
the southwest. To the fashion-
ably, correct residents of Cana,
Nazareth seemed rustically
backward, with a reputation for
petty gossip, rutte'd streets. un-
whitened houses and only one
well.
Daintily brushing a leaf from
his purple-fringed robe, Nath-
anael responded disdainfully,
as recorded in John 1:46: "Can
anything good come out of
Nazareth"
Typically, Philip didn't ar-
gue. "Come and see." He point.
ad to the, road. Reluctantly
l',Iathanael rolled up the scroll
he had beep reading and
stepped out to the hedge-lined
roadside. A stranger, stood
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there, a tall, bearded man with
a sunbrowned face and extraor-
dinarily' discerning eyes.
They seemed to .tiathanael to
penetrate him entirely, to ex-
plore him to the depth. Jesus
said, "Behold, an Israelite, in-
deed, in whom is no guile."
Nathanael caught his breath,
his p-atrician composure
shaken. "How do you know
me?"
The searching eyes kept
measuring him, comprehending
him, seeing him, and Jesus
said quietly, "Before Philip
called you, when you .were un-
der the fig tree, I saw you."
Nathanael, before he could
stop himself and not knowing
exactly Why, his pre-
suppositions vanishing, ex-
claimed, "Rabbi, you are the
son of God!"
Jesus smiled indulgently.
"Because I said to you. I saw
you under-a fig tree;.tio you be-
lieve?"
It had not been a rational
conclusion and Nathanael could
not explain it then, nor specific-
ally in the months ahead, but
the convictiop stayed with him,
all through' ceaseless ex-
cursions from .place to place,
teaching, encouraging the
downcast, consoling the weak,
rejected and lonely, kindling
wholeness and hope. . •
Often in the days ahead, how-
ever, Nathanael recoiled at the
mingling with coarse, barefoot
commonfolk, the praying over
the pockmarked sick, the dip-
ping in the same bowl with
known sinners, sleeping in hov-
els without even a rug, the
mendicants and madmen wail-
ing from roadsides. But he also
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Nathanael also
shuddered at the inclusion of
Levi, called Matthew, in their
group. Levi wore the brass
Itedge of the "publicaru," con-
tractors with the occupation
Dowers to extract heavy trib-
ute. classed by the people with
Procurers, adulterers, money-
lenders and informers.
Although loathed by the popu-
lace as a tool of imperial
Rome, Levi grew wealthy,
sharing in the import and ex-
port-levies op all freight, rang-
ing up to 12.5 percent of value,
the spices and silks from Dam-
ascus, the dyed woolens from
Magdala, the pomegranates,
wine casks 'and almonds from
the Gennesaret plain, the
packed fish from the salteries,
Ike unloaded and loaded ship
cargoes, the wholesale buyers
from Jerusalem.
An educated man of charm,
versed in Greek and Hebrew
and eadowed wit,h literary tal-
ents, he was branded by his
profession, trapped in the mire.
A tax-gatherer's money was
even refused for alms. His
word was not acceptable as a
witness in a Jewish court.
Although he had cronies apl-
enty, a fast crowd among the
godless, his expansive nature
champed at the stultifying com-
pany of shady money, stunted
minds, dowdy conversation,
jaded sensibilities and chicane-
ry. When Jesus asked him to
"fdllow me," Levi leaped at the
charice.
Jesus even gave him a bright
new name, "Matthew," the
'-Gift of God."
In gratitude and celebration,
Matthew gave a dinner. His
only other guests necessarily
were his tainted associates, but
Jesus came anyway, despite
criticism from local rabbis.
-Why do you eat and drink
with tax collectors and sin-
ners?" they demanded.
Replied Jesus, .-Those who
are welLhave no need of a phy-
sician, but those who are sick. I
am not come to call the right-
eous, but sinners to repen-
tance."
One of them, Matthew, a
transformed man, skilled with
the pen, began using it in a
new way, not to tally the bales
of commerce to fill imperial
coffers, but to record the prin-
ciples and sayings of Jesus,
storing away his accumulating
slates whenever chance allowed
It. Even the meticulous Nath-
anael came to esteem him.
The ordinary attitudes, the
routine patterns, went askew in
this new cause, and Nathanael,
despite his polished habits and
background, gave himself to
the unaceustomed way, know-
ing it good, knowing-that funda-
mentally there were no dis-
tinetns, that all humankind,
the wasted, wounded and aban-
doned, were equally precious in
sight.,1,1jat a.good
indeed, caine.out of Nazareth.
And even out of the den of tax
Plunderers
Matthew's manuscript, known
As a missing "Q" document,
formed the basis' for much of
theNew Testament gospels, in-
eluding the book that bears his
name. His writings were pre-
served for a time et the' library
in Caesarea, according to the
ancient. Bible translator Je-
-rome. 'However, the extant
book named for him is consid-
ered an edited combiltion of
his own work and the" g spel of
Mark.
• Matthew provides the fullest
account of that great, unforget-
table Sermon on the Mou111, to
which Matthew and hundreds
on that Galilean hillside listen-
. ed with rapt enchantment.
"Blessed are the poor . those
who mourn-. the meek ..
those who hunger and thirst for
righteousness the merciful
. the pure in heart ... the
peacemakers."
Tradition says Matthew min-
istered in ludea, Ethiopia and
Persia, where he; like his Lord,
was crucified. Other legends
say he also worked in Mace-
donia and Parthia and even-
tually in a land of cannibals,
wheee a treacherous ruler had
him bound to the ground, cov-
ered with papyrus soaked in
dolphin oil, heaped with brim-
stone, asphalt pitch and wood,
and in that pyre, burned to
death.
The ancient accounts say that
Nathanael, this proper, cul-
tured apostle, of cheerful mien
and voice like a trumpet.spread
the faith in India and Armenia,
where he was flayed alive, tied
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AS PART OF A practical arts course at North Calloway, the students learn how to
construct a neWspaper. The paper includes cartoons, school sports, beta news, and a
story on the citizen of the month. On the humorist side, the paper reports student's
comments on subjects such as: "What Kind of Teacher Do You Like," "Love is,..", and
"What Is A Friend" The course is called Communications and taught by Linda feltner.




salutatorian of the 1979
graduating class at Calloway
County High School, has been
awarded a 8500 Century Club
scholarship to attend Murray
State University for her fresh-
man year in 1979-80.
Miss Wyatt, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Waburn R. Wyatt of
Murray Route 1, ranks second
academically in her senior
class of 183. She plans to
major in agriculture at
Murray State in preparation
for a career as a hor-
ticulturiSt.
- Listed in Who's Who Among
American High Sehool
Students, Miss Wyatt- has
served as class president and
has won awards in biology,
history, world geography,
agriculture, and the Future
Farmers of America. She was
also recognized as the star
horticultural student.
Her other high school ac-
tivities included basketball
four years, track four years,
Student Council, Beta Club,
Pep Club, 4-H, and Future
Business Leaders of America.
A total of 45 Century Club
scholarships totaling 822,500
have been awarded through
the. university's Alumni
Association to outstanding
high school seniors for their
1979-80 freshman year at
Murray State, The Century
Club is made up oi businesses
and individuals contributing
at least $100 to the scholarship
fund of the Alumni
Association.
Another 1.46,1Q0 in
scholarship aid has been
Sanford Fleming, the
Canadian who originated
standard time, was born in
1827.
The first radio-telephone
link between London and New
York was made in 1927.
awarded to students for the
upcoming year through the
named scholarship program
of the association, making a
total amount of $68,600 in
scholarship awards by the
Alumni Association for 1979-
80.
Named scholarships are.
established in memory or in










...that's about how long it takes
to touch-tone our number and
receive the service we're
famous for —,fast, courteous












Apri112, 13 & 14
This Thurs., Friday & Sat.
9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
at Holiday Inn Banquet Room
Murray
Off




Gab. Pants 10.99 - -
•Polyester Sheer
Tops Floral Solids 10.99 "
'Sun Dresses, Brand Names
•Knit Jean tops 6.99
*Calvin KleiriDestgn •
Jeein'S 1401 14.99- -
This savings spectacular cannot be matched in Murray.
Holiday Inn Banquet Room-Murray.
I 10.99
•
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Extension Notes
Care And Effort Main Points
In Accurately Testing Samples
By Ted Howard
. County Extension Agent
A key point to keep in !Ili
about soil testing is that a f4
ounces of soil are chemically
tested and this later becomes
the basis for fertilizing
millions of pounds of soil. It is
absolutely necessary that a lot
of care and effort be taken to
assure that those few ounces
arcuratelj• represent the soil
in the field that you will be
fertilizing. Also, remember
that samples collected in the
fall -September to December -
are just as good as spring
samples for determining the
fertilizer needs of the soil and
are better for planning fer—
tilizer purchases.
A soil probe, an auger, or
just a spade and knife are all
the tools needed for taking
individual cores that will
make up t,,he "field" sample.-A
clean bucket (preferably
plastic) will be needed for
collecting and mixing these
cores. Boxes and information
forms of aubmitting samples
are available at all County
Extension Offices.
Decide what fields or areas
within fields need to be
samp4ed separately.
Designate them with numbers
or letters for record keeping
purposes. If an area in a
is large enough to fertilize
separately and is different in
soil type, cropping history,'
erosion,' or management
practices, .collect a separate
sample.
Take samples to the depth of
the tillage operation ( Usually
6-8 inches) for fields that are
to be tilled.
, Take samples to a depth of 4
inches for lawns, pastures,
and no-tillage plantings where
fertilizer remains on the soil
surface or is incorporated only
in the immediate surface.
Collect soil cores from at least
10 sites in a•random pattern
over the field, or from 20 to 30
sites in large fields, and place
in the bucket.
- Don't collect cores from
back furrows and dead
furrows, old fence rows, rows
where row fertilizer has been
applied, areas used for
manure or hay storage or
livestock feeding._
Break up the cores in each
sample, mix them and allow
them to AIR DRY, DO NOT




Attention, To Particular Topics
--- Two topics of particular
interest to dairymen —
brucellosis and PCBs —
merited special attention at
the annual Kentucky
Diaryman's Conference in
Louisville March 5 arid 6. -
Updating cattlemen on the
two problems were George F.
Fries of the U.S. Department
of Agriculture's Beltsville,
Md., research centei and R. C.
Hammond, chairman of the
Department of Veterinary
science at the University of
Maryland.




research conducted at the
utiVersity during the last two
ears for the benefit of milk
producers and their industry.
He focused on concerns about
the iodine content in milk. •
Fries noted, in remarks
prepared for delivery at the
conference that the potential
for livestock contamination by
PCBs (polychlorinated
biphenyls). has decreased
since the hydrocarbon com-
pounds were banned . by
Congress. •
However, he said, "We
cannot- be completely certain
that :future PCB_ ., con-
tamination will not occur.'r
Fries explained to con-
ference participants why'
-problems still exist with PCBs
10 years after they were first
detected in the environment.
"Over half the PCB • ever
manufactured is still in use
and is subject to mishandling
in its disposal," said Fries.
The major use of PCB has
been in electrical equipment,
, such as transformers and
capacitors. Other important
uses include-heat transfer and
hydraulic 'fluids. And minor
uses, according tb • the
researcher, include such
iferns as surface coatings,
plasticizers, sealants,
adhesives and printing inks.
"Residues of PCB have
occurred in a number of foods,
but more frequently in
seafoods than in any other
food product," said Fries.
"Contamination- of animal
.food products has not been
widespread: but several
significant localized problems
have arisen with poultry and
dairy products,':- he said.
Fries _noted that almost
every instance of dairy
product contamination . has
involved silos treated with a
PCB-containing sealant.
Contaminated silos have been
found in Ohiti-;-- Michigan,
Indiana, Kentucky, Tennessee
and a few adjacent. states,
according-le-Vries.
The cattle incidents in-
volved chronic exposures to
feed in contaminated silos and
involved only problems with
excessive residues in Milk or
meat, said Fries.
'According to Fries, the
contribution of PCBs to the
human, food supply from
contaminated silos is not great
even when residues exceed
federal guidelines. "The milk
supply for the general public
.comes from a diversity of
Sources and the ;Mall amount
of , Contaminated milk is
ONE OF
OUR MANY BRANCHES!
We'd love to see you in person every time you bank
with us. But you're busy. We know that. That's why
we offer Bank-By-Mail. We'll provide you with „
mailing envelopes and deposit slips. You mail then
in with your deposit. We'll send back the receipt.





'"diluted by the much larger
total milk supply," he ex-
plained.
And in the case of meat,
Fries said the percentage of
the supply affected by PCB
contaminated silos would be
even less because most of the
silos are on dairy farms.
.He pointed out that one
segment of the population
could receive a significant
exposure: farm families who
drink milk from their—OWn
cows fed contaminated silage.
The silo' problem, was
discovered only about eight
years ago while PCB residues
have been accumulating for 40
years, according_ to Fries.
"Therefore, it _ is not
unreasonable to assume there
are other routes of PCB
contamination into the animal
food supply that have not been





man. Hammond, told con-
ference participants that, the
biological knowledge essential
to control and .finally
eradicate brucellosis is
available and has been used in
seven entire countries to
achieve eradication.
Brucellosis is a highly
contagious infective disease of
cattle and other animals.
nifferent strains or Variants
have been found in cattle,
swine, goats and dogs, and the
organisms may affect people.
"There is no practical,
effective treatment for
brucellosis," said Hammond.
The veterinarian said that in
most cases, brueellosis is
"bought and paid for through
the purchase of -infected or
exposed herd replacements."
The -infected animal -then
exposes- other animals-11AI e
herd, especially if an abortign
occurs.
A blood test will show if a
,herd is free of brucellosis,
noted Harrunond. -If free, the
challenge is to prevent- in-
fection," he said, adding,
"Farmers can make enor-
mous strides toward in-
sulating- their herds against'
brficellosis by demanding that
every animal purchased be
negative to the blood test."
Ideally, newly purchased
animals should be isolated and
retested in 30 days, advised
Hammond.
The dairyman's conference










CHILDREN *AIT in line to talk with the "Magic Cow" at
the Dairy Day held at the A. Carman Pavilion.
THE HOiSTEIN heifer of Dwain McKinney was shown at
the Dairy Day. Children are *howl petting the heifer.
Fall Panicum, 'Modern
Weed,' An Annual Grass
Produces Many Seeds
By William N. Rice,
Graduate Student,
Murray State University •
Fall panicum is an annual
• grass. It can grow normally to
a height of 40 inches but can
grow 80 inches in height. The
'plant .produces many seed.
and when mature, fall
panicum is very tough.
Fall Panicurn is not a new
weed by any means, but it can
be termed a "modern weed."
In the past, competition from
other weeds left fall panicum
somewhat in the shadows.
With the development of the
herbicide 2-4-D, fall panicum
__began to make its move. 2-4-D
eliminated a•great deal of the
competition from broadleaf
weeds. Shortly after 2-4-D
came the miracle corn her-
bicide atrazine. This
eliminated virtually all the
competit4on for fall panicum.
Weather, Capitol Effect Soybeans
„ HENDERSON, Kentucky
What happens in the nation's
Capitol these days can be
almost as important as the
weather when it comes to
soybean profits, says James
P. Esche, a, soybean producer
from Henderson and president
of the Kentucky Soybean
Association.
Esche was one of 24 state
soybean association leaders in
Washington, D.C. to par-
ticipate in the annual Spring _-
meeting of the American •
Soybean- Association 2 ASA
Board of Directors. In ad-
dition to their business
meeting, the ASA directors
made visits to cdngressional
representatives to present rt•
position of soybean growers
issues affecting their industry
"Generally, our position is
that the less. governmer,t
involvement in soybeans, the
baiter," says Esche
"Soybean prices have held up
quite well under minimal
government involvement and
we would like to keep it ft
-way. But, as producers of ••
nation's number one cash
and the leading .export ( r
we realize that there are sii
areas where government ii,ust
be 'involved. We just want
be sure that soybean gro'v,
have a voice in sett:!,,
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The main issues concerning
soybean prOducers this, year.
according to Esche, are im-
plementation of favorable
tariff concessions in the
current Multilateral Trade
Negotiations, (MTN) granting
of Most Favorable Nation




-These issues are ex-
tremely important to soybean
farmers," says. Esche. "The
trade issues are vitally im-
portant because over .50
percent of the soybean crop is
exported. Last year, soybean
.exports ,contributed 66.9
billion to the U.S. balance of
payments. The- new General
Agreement, on Tariffs and
Trade (GATT) and the MTN
in Geneva can provide market
concessions from importing
nations that will enable
continued expansion of
soybean Markets.'
Also on the agenda \ tor
soybean producers in
Washington was the issue of
market developrpent funding.
"We are concerned that the
administration budget for
FY80 is virtually the same as
in FY79," says Esche. "That
means a reduction in real
funding since inflation and
devaluation of the dollar have
greatly reduced the funds for
market development ex-
pressed irr foreigw.currenex.
We' are urging congress to
expand total ag cooperator
Market development funding
by $5 million over the current
proposal of $21,898. million.
As a result fall panicum has
become a problem weed in
corn in many states.
Fall panicurn has the unique
ability to be tolerant of 2-4-D
arid to metabolize atrazine,
not as good as corn, but better
than most other weeds. Not
only can fall panicum
metabolize the favorite corn
herbicide, but it can out last
the effectiveness of the her-
bicide. Fall panicum seed can
germinate from early June
until frost, unlike most weeds.
When allowed to compete
with corn and, soybeans, only
one plant per two feet of row,
can reduce yields byI per
cent. Another problem comes
at harvest, being a tough
" plant, it is a combine choker,
decreasing harvest efficiency
and adding to crop losses.
Fall panicum is ,best con-
trolled with pre-plant, in-
earporated, or pre-emergent
applications of several her-
bicides either singolaely-or-for
better control, in combination.
Some of the herbicides that
are used in this region include
Lasso. Bladex. Princep,
Siitan, Dual, and Lorox. When
selecting a herbicide • be sure
to read the herbicide label
prior to purchase to make sure
it will meet your needs.
850 Students Patti ipate
In Dairy Day Festival
March 26 At Pavilion
By Marilyn McKinney
ADA Auxiliary
Dairy Day was held in the A.
Carman Pavilion on the
Murray State University
Campus on Monday, March
26 Approximately 850
students from -kindergarden,
head start, and the third and
fourth grades of both the
Murray City and Calloway
County systems attended the
annual event.
. Upon entering the building,
the students were greeted by
The "Magic Cow." The
"Magic Cow" gave each
studept a coloring book ex-
plaining the nutritional value
of milk and milk products.
Students were taken on 'p
tour of the dairy farm via
slides from various dairies
throughout . the country. The
various duties and chores that
take place on the farm were
explained by a narrator and
each child was given the
opportunity to ask questions
concerning the dairy farm
•A special table was set up
with samples of dairy feed,
hay and silage. It was ex-
plained to the students how the
cow combines all these things
with water to produce milk.
A portable milking unit was
set up in the lobby. It was,
explained to the students how
the milkers use vacuum to
take the milk from the cow.
All the students were allowed,
to examine them.
Both Jersey and Holstein
Cows were on display. Baby
calves were tied in pens where
children were allowed. to pet
them. This was a new ex-
perience for many of the
children.
Fresh butter was made
while the students watched.
They were then served
.samples of this butter, grilled
cheese sandwiches, cheese,
and milk.
We, the dairy farmers of
Calloway, -would like to ex-
press our appreciation to the —
itstudents and faculty/of each
school who participated. We
hope that each child who at-
tended Dairy Day enjoyed it
as much as we enjoyed being
able to present it to you.
'
TWO MEMBERS of the ADA Auxiliary; Joyce Tidwell and
Katie Letterman. p -epare treats for the children at the an-
nual Dairy Day c$ ent.
FARMERS!


















Garden Seed- Gross Seed- Fertilizer
Mr. GRO Fertilizer Gross Seed lib 31b
20Ib...10 6-4 '3.99 Sunny Lawn Blend '1.29 '3.4920Ib...23-7-7 q.2.5 Shady Lawn Blend '1.39 4.6920Ib...Weed & Feed *4.95 Ky 31 Fescue 45' lb201b...5-10-5 '2.50 Kenwell Fescue 90' lb
Ky. Bluegrass '1.65 lb
Lawn Weed Killer Special Promotion 10 lb '3.75
33 Plus Lawn Weed Killer 44.05 pt
Conquer Vegetation Killer '3.49 qt













Illinois Super Sweet Corn
Blue Lake Bush Beans
Ky Wonder Pole Beans







• YOr Seed Co.







































































Farmer States Importance Of Tobacco
"If it were not for tobacco, I
Npfobably wouldn't be farming.
ty," says Keith Tilford, 26
year McCracken County
farmer Ii has been named
•the "Outs ding Young
Tobacco Produ " for April
in the 8-state Burle Tobacco
Belt. N.
The young • farm 's
statement emphasizes how
important the tobacco crop is
to farmers in Kentucky where
it is the state's leading cash
crop, especially to young men
trying to get started in the
face of 'today's increasing
costs , and rapidly rising
capital requirements of
farming.
Tobacco, which Tilford says
Iti "my best money-making
crop," offers an opportunity to
young men who are short on
money but long on ambition to
farm and willingness to work.
From a srtsall start backed
- with tobaccEncorrie, much of
it earned by family labor, a
thriving farm business can be
built.
A good 'devout on the land is
as much, if not more, of the
reward from fining as is a
good living. This makes all the
hard work worth doing, a view
shared by Tilford, his wife






sponsored by the Universityof
Kentucky .--College. of
Agriculture and Philip Morris
U.S.A. to encourage young
farmers. Producers under 35,
with strong leadership
qualities and sound tobacco
production 'programs, are
eligible for the recognition
which includes $250 in cash
and an 'expensepaid trip to
Richmond; Va. next winter for
a banquet and tour of the
Philip Morris cigarette
production plant.
Tilford started with half an
acre of tobacco as a 14-year-
old boy "Tenant" on the
family farm. Active in Future
Farmers of America, he
received the F.F.A. American
Farmer award in 1972.
During the past five years,
he increased burley tobacco
production from 11 to 25 acres.
Yield has gone up steadily
from 1800 pounds  per acre in
1974 to 2,860 in-1978
attoye the average in
McCracken County.
Tilford operated strictly as
a tenant until 1976 when he
bought a small farm. Now he







additional land. Of his total
production of 71,500 pounds of
tobacco last year, 53,375
pounds were grown on rental
land. He leases 15,000 pounds
of tobacco quoto, the
maximum he can lease.
Tobacco is his leading cash
crop, accounting for 60 per
cent of the family's total in-
come. In addition to 25 acres
o burley. Tilford grows' 90
acreSsnf soybeans, 75 acres of
grain sorgl\ium and 55 acres of
corn.
In looking to d expanding
tobacco productiost in the
future, the honoredNg
burley producer says, " an
to increase in tenant farming,
until I can purchase additional
land." Goals are to improve
quality and yield the next five'
years, and withing the next 10
years Tilford hopes to make
his son a partner and to
purchase adjoining farms in
order to increase his tobacco
lease limitation.
'"Our tobacco is a family
enterprise," says Tilford. "We
do our own plant growing,
setting and stripping to hold
down production costs. Our
major expense is harvesting beds with - nylon canvas and
the crop." He produces the rest with cotton. He ex-
tobacco at a cost of 80 cents plains, "Plants are 10 to 12
per pound. days earlier under the nylon."
The young producer_ plants "For me, transplanting
two types of tobacco - Ky 14 between May 15 .and June 10
and Ky 21 x 14. Both are high works best," says Tilford. "I
yielders of quality leaf, ac- set hill ground first and finish
cording to George Martin, up on creek bottom land."
McCracken County Extension Tobacco fields have a wheat
agent for agriculture, cover crop during the winter.
In preparing tobacco beds, Tilford spreads 1,000 pounds
Tilford subsoils the ground in each of nitrogen, phosphorus
the fall and gases them either and potassium per acre
in the fall or spring depending around the last of March or
on time available and weather early April, turning the fer-
conditions. "I can't tell much tilizer under with the wheat
difference as long as you keep cover. At the last disking
the plastic from tearing," before setting, he sprays with
says Tilford. Lime and fer- Balon to control grass.
er are worked in with a A stickler to control weeds
rake.,ater the beds have been so they don't steal moisture
gased. _ ___ and plant food from the
Tilford Uses a lawn fertilizer tobacco, Tilford cultivates two
spreader to se4 beds, mixing or three times. He walks fields
the tiny tobacc eeds with once to hoe out any grass or
lime. This method, e says, weeds that persist.
gives him a good, even tand Tobacco is machine-topped
with less trouble from stsi1 when about 25 percent of the
than seeding by hand. plants are in bloom, with 18 to
To have plants of the, right 4good leaves left on each
size for setting throughout the sta The crop is sprayed with
transplanting season; he MB-30 ice about two weeks
covers 50 to 75 percent of his apart, thetift standing for
's.,
Growing Sweet Sorghum
three more weeks if the
iseati p....uiit.
extra weight to the tobacco
and gives it time to ripen,"
says Tilford.
He likes to leave tobacco in
the field three to five days
after it is cut and stuck to let
the stalks dry out a little.
There's less weight to handle
and the crop is easier to house.
Everything Tilford does to
his tobacco crop, from
preparing beds to delivering it
to market, is aimed at getting
a high yield of quality leaf.
Quality is as important as
yield. He keeps accurate
records so he will know when
and where improvements are
needed in his program.
The "Outstanding Young
Tobacco Prodcer' makes
good use of the help farmers
can get from the UK College of
Agriculture and the
Cooperative Extension Ser-
vice. "I try to keep up with
research reports and the
latest Extension recom-
mendations, looking for new
and improved methods," says
Tilford.
r Syrup
A Money-Making Crop For Far
Growing sweet sorghum for
syrup, a profitable enterprise
on many small farms in
Kentucky, looks like an
unuaually good money-
making crop for farmers 'to
plant this spring.
"There's , usually a good
market for sorghlut syrup,"
says Morris Hazer,' an
Extension crops specialist in
the University of -Kentucky
Colle e'pf Agriculture, 'adding
that ach year he hears
re 'from producers that
they Cotild have sold two or
three tlines as much syrup as
'they made-
- This "year. he says the
demand\for syrup will get an,
extra bdost if sugar prices
increase again as expected.
Most of the sweet sorghum
crop is processed into syrup on
the farm and sold directly to
consumers.
Two varie es prodiced an
average yield,of 251 gallons of
syrup per acre last year in
variety trials at the UK's
Robinson Substati4 near
Quicksand, Ky. That'S a gross
return of $2510 per acre at the
going price of $10 per gallon,
Bitzer points out.
One of the varieties, Dale, is
best adapted for __growing in
Kentucky, according to the
crops specialist. Dale is a
midseason variety watt good
standing ability aid is
resistant to diseases that have
desTroyed sweet' sorghum
-crops in the past. Bitzer says
that the variety produces art
excellent quality syrup with
good color and a mild
sorghum flavor - a syrup that
doesn't gel readily.
Sweet sorghum should be
planted in a sandy' loam soil
that is well drained but has a
good moisture-holding
capacity. "Do not plant the
crop on soils that are ex-
tremely high in fertility or in
organic matter," says Bitzer.
-"Break and thoroughly disc
the soil as soon as possible so
that :all plant residue will
decay before time for plan-
ting." -
Optimum planting time i4
the first two weeks in May
after the soil has warmed up.
If planting is delayed, plants
. may . not mature before the
first killing frost.
,An ideal stand, according to
r
Bitzer, will have 20 to 25 plants
per 10 feet of row. To get that,
he recommends dropping 3 to
seeds per foot of row, which
is a little more than 2 pounds
of seed per acre for the variety
Dale.
The crops specialist
suggests this for getting good
planting results: Obtain a
inch thick blank plastic plate
for your planter. Determine
the number of feet that will be
planted in .one revolution of
plate with your planter.
Divide the number of feet by 3
and drill that number of 9-32-
inch holes spaced evenly
arourid ,the blank plate. This
should calibrate your planter
to drop 3 to 4 seeds per foot of
row.
Is I SHORT ROWS
By Neyyle Shackelford
Gardening Tips from Extension Specialists at the
University-of Kentucky College of Agriculture
Piles and stacks of pla,stic --- cubic feet of peat moss mixed
bags of peat mciss are corn- _and addea_to the soil base.
mon lights around farm The limestone counteracts
supply stores and many the strong acidic nature of
grocery stores at this' time of peat moss and permits good
year. If anyone has ever won- growth of plants in the soil
dered about this product of mix.
the ma'rsh and. its effect upon Peat moss is-alaje to hold
the soil, this is what UK from three to eight. times its
horticulturist. Dr. L. P. dry weight in water which is
Stoltz. has to say about it. released to plants as -the
• In the first place. says Dr. need it. Also since plant roots
tattrat7a-lextilizer-hrea
Rather: it is a soil conditioner giving off carbon dioxide, the
of the first rank and with a soil must have air space and
long-tasting effect ,it js highly the roots room to respire.
valuable to the gardener Peat moss, being fluffy hy
because it absorbs large nature, dispenses the particles
quantities of liquid and gas, is of tight soil and makes the
strongly resistant to break- respiratory process much less
down, and is especially valu- difficult. This product of the
able in increasing the water bog, too, has the -ability to
and nutrient-holding abilities. hold certain nutrients in the
.of light sandy soils. It .also soil and orevent them from
loosens up tight clay soils for being leached out and wasted. 
betterair penetration. .Dr. Stoltz recommends.
In its natural state, Ur. however, that when pe
Sioltz adds, peat moss--a Imes is added to the soil that
dead fibrous moss of peat extra nitrogen fertilizer
hogs- is mostly water and Lshould be added, especial!'
partly decomposed vegetable,: Curing the first year in which
matter. The plants most it is applied.
commonly involved in peat , Peat moss has a long list-
formation are sphagnum and ing effect in the soil. It has
hypritim mosses, . marsh and been found in small quant!-
health plants, passes, sedges ties in the soil 10 years after
arid water.plants. Sometimes the original application. This
leaves, rotas and trunks of is in contrast to the short''
trees are involved. It is acid lived effect orother oigaftZ
by net ure-_-_and is' recom- materials. When peat moss
mended for adding to the soil breaks down in the soil It
when sueh acid-loving plants .releases small quantittes "I
as blueberries, azaleas and nutrients and hum: colt,-
thud o.de ndrons are . to be pounds. The. hiimic
planted.,, It is also recom- pounds act as a glue t'
tided* a soWritItriffOn -tor."--reurent WWI"'
other plant materials, hut .tOgether, thereby imprOvini-
when sO used, sonic ground the structure of the-soil. This
limestone should be added,  peat moss arts ii many wa,̀'s
Dr. Stokes formula. One to inyove sod condition and
pound of limestone per three fertility'
Buy it your way
...With-our machinery money.
Buying machinery for your opera-
tion is your business ours is
financing agriculture We re
the farm credit people
That's Our specialty
So when you ve got
plans for machinery that call
for cash. .count on PCA
leaders in farm machinery financ
mg We understand your needs
large and small And we re commit
ted to helping you achieve your
goals You'N find that PC A haS
She flexibility to tailor loan
terms and repayment to fit
your particular plan We
heer youlalking We under-,
stand Ancl.with your sound
plans for new machinery and OW
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Two Travel To Washington
Youth Conference




A delegation of two 4-H'ers
from Calloway County left
Saturday, April 7, to attend
the annual Kentucky 4-H
Carla Beach
Older Youth Conference in
Washington,, D.C.
The conference is designed
to give the young people ad-
vanced citizenship and
leadership training they can
pass on to other 4-H'ers and
school classmates. It is
planned especially for 4-H
members who are freshmen
and sophomores in high
school.
Those going to the con-
ference from Calloway County
are: Deana Cunningham, and
equivalent per acre on soils NCarla Beach.
with a mediurniertility level,
a little more on sandy soils the
and a little less on heavy soils. •and tits
Bitzer cautions that heavy
applications of manure just
before planting likely will
produce, poor quality syrup
For. wieed control, the
_specialist recommends three
cultivations when Plants aris3 .
to 4 Inches tall, 6 to 8 inches
and 12 toll inches Jall_Ridge
the soil up against the plants
with the last cultivation.
Sweet sorghuRis harvested
when the majority of seed -
heads reach the dough stage of
maturity, removing the seed
head plus the stem above the
top internode. For the best
quality syrup. Bitzer says the
leaves eithet Shcluld be
allowed to dry as in curing hay
or removed. Stalks should not
be crushed when they are wet.
For- -more taformatioa.. _
growing, harvesting and _
processing the crop, Bitzer
recommends a publication:. -
"Culture of Sweet Sorghum
for Syrup. Production,"
Agriculture Handbook No. 441,
ABS. USDA. Washington, D.C.
202120.
1E WART'
Groing Corn Wif Be
More Profitable in 1979






The proof is in the pud-
ding











lie in the nation's capital,
th will attend lectures
lob sessions that
will give th m a better un-
derstanding b& the federal
government's egislative
process, as well as an un-
derstanding and appreciation
of their heritage as U.S.
Citizens.
Citizenship studies during
the week-long conference will
be enriched by field trips to
national memorial and 
government buildings in the
nation's capital and to points
of interest in the surrounding
Washington area. The 4-H'ers
will visit Arlington National
Cemetery, Mt. Vernon,
Washington Monument, and
tour the White House.
While on Capitol Hill, the 4-
H'ers will meet with the
congressmen, attend com-
mittee hearings, and see the
U.S. Supreme -Court and the
Library of Congress. Ken-
tucky's Senators and
Representatives have been
invited to -meet the Kentucky
4-H delegation at a special
reception and banquet
Wednesday, evening April 11.
• Deana Cunningham
Other field trips will take








and the Smithsonian Institute.
At the -'Smithsonian In-
stitute, the 4-H'ers will visit
the National Art and Space
Museum, Hirshorn Museum,
Arts and Industries 1876:
National Gallery of Art,
Museum of Natural History,
and the Museum of History
and Technology.
WINBTON-SALEM, N. C. -
In Virginia's colonial days,
tobacco occupied such a
central position in thC
economy that it used to pay'
taxes, tithes and even the
salaries of the Church of
England clergy. Warehouse
certificates became a medium
of exchange among the
colonists, nearly all of whom
grew a crop of tobacco.
If You Own
a Farm...
We've Got the Shield
for You
YOPP PADUCAH OPEN
Our Trained Persone1,11aCked By









Florida Has Come To Yopp's
*Crotons *Rubberplants - -
*Philodendron *Norfolk Pine





















Chili Powder lb 2.50
Crushed Red Pepper lb '3.00
Growing Red Pepper lb '2.50




Elephant Ears '1.59 tube
Caladiums '1.19 roses
Gladiolus '1.98 3 for 89'
Lily of the Valley '1.99
Hanging Baskets
Boston Fern '11.95 Swedish Ivy 4.95
Lipstick Plant '6.50 Prayer Plant *6.50
Bridal Vale '6.50 Emerald Ripple s6.50
Special
Wandering Jew in Basket... '8.50
Clemath Vines.. .2.98 Bleeding Heart...s1.99
Shasta lily...s1.99 Rhubarb...s 1 .89 Asparagus. •' 1 .89
Blueberries...52.19 Ras berries. ....12.. 19 Horseradish... '1.79
Color. It Bright
with
Oriental Poppy Veronica Sweet VA Mont
'Purple Sage Carnction All Just 99* each
Hardy Azaleas 2.49 and up
Gurnpos Satzuki Kurume
Rhododendron Assorted Colors.,.$4.99 and up
Shade Trees...58.59 an. up .
Lawn Boy ;lowers...From 521435
--- - -----..- --  Open UoilyWesaholle -it013p *" - ' - - -"'"-- -'  Retell
Paducah Open Air Market Sat 8 am to 5 am
2nd and Wahington 443-5316 Sun lpm to Ont
ANALGESIC
ituiffERIN
PAGES THE MURRAY, Ky., LEDGEHo& TIMES, Monday , April 9, 1979
• Bel-Air Center
Murray, Ky.










THIS IS SAV-rite's 16TH YEAR FOR PROVIDING THE
BEST IN SAVINGS & SERVICE TO THE CUSTOMER.




SCENERY ON SOLID WOOD PLAQUE,
BATTERY OPERATED. -e







• Versatile for slicing chopping
shredding, grating blending
grinding, mincing and mixing
bread dough
• Two-in-One Reversible Disc




• Slices, chops, sljreds, S89.95 VALUEgrates, etc. AND stirs, lidui-
ties, blends, purees.




• Space saving dual purpose
base.
era 4.1 e4C'A •41:411101A__0411 V41_ _415X „fp.
P;Fr













-• BREW STARTER automatic
clock and timer feature lets you
wake up to deIrcr ous drip coffee
• • _Easy to use.'iust set for time
to stact_biewinci and SlIdg
trot to AUTO
• .BreWs 2-1g cupS with the
speocipf rnstant coffee auto-
maticatty sveterses to keeps-
warm whehieady, stays hot
for serving
• Use either permanent filter
or a,soosab4e paper filters,. 
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Tennis 
Racer Men Fall 7-2
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn. -
Austin Peay won four of the
six singles matches and all
three doubles events to stir-
prise Murray State 7-2 in a
men's tennis match Saturday.
The Racers, who also fell to
UT-Chatanooga 8-1 on Friday,
lost for only the third time in
14 matches this spring. Their
scheduled match with St.
Louis Sunday was washed out.
Terje Persson fell to Kurt
Williamson 6-7, 6-3, 6-2 at No.
1, but Chris Leonard won at
No. 2 for Murray by whipping
Ian Welch 6-3, 6-0. Roger
Berthiaiene lost 6-3, 6-0 to
Scvott Sapot at No. 3, and Finn
Swartin was defeated 6-4, 6-3
by Greg Carter at No. 4.
Mike Costigan won at No. 5
for Murray, beating Warren
Lock 6-2, 6-3. Steve Willie was
beaten by Phil Milford 0-6, 7-5,
6-1 at No. 6.
Persson-Leonard were
defeated by Williams-Carter
6-7, 7-6, 6-3 at No. 1 doubles;
Swarting-Costigan fell to
Welch-Lock 6-1, 6-3 at No. 2;
and Berthiaume-Willie lost to
Sapot-Milford 6-4, 6-7, 7-6 at
No. 3.
Murray travels to UT-
Martin Tuesday.
MSU Women 10th
• COLUMBUS, Miss. -
Karen Weis won won three
matches in the consolation
bracket before losing to help
the Murray State women's
tennis team to a 10th-place
finish in the 15-team Southern
-------tollegiate Tournament last
Weekend.
Southern Florida won the
event,. which was hosted by
the Mississippi College for
All four of the Racers'
singles entries lost in the first '
cound of the championship'
bracket, but Bitsy Ritt, at No.
2 and Lytm Martin at No. 3,
*on their opening matches in
the consolation draw before.
falling..
The doubles team of Weis-
Ritt drew a bye and won a
match before losing to Penne
Nieporte and Laura Mueller of
Florida State.
The Racers host UT-Martin
at the MSU tennis complex
Tuesday.
Championship Bracket
Lanka Abisch (Fla St id. Karen Weis 6-
4,74, Elizabeth Sharp f UT-Chatt) d BitsY
KM 6.2, 6-2, Linda Brusko (So Fi d
'Lynn Martin 6.2, 6-1, Carol Boston
d. Anne Hess 6-0, 6-2
Weia-Ritt drew bye. d Carol Boston-
Harriet Protho 'SU( 6-1, 6-7, 6-4, lost to
Patina Nieporte-Luara Mueper (Fla St 6-
3.6-2 7
Hess-Becky Jones lost to Catchy Thehe-
•Melanse-Thomas (Mern Sti 74, 5-7, 9-3
Martin-Yvonna Utley drew bye. lost to
Jane HacKs-Julie Jones HE La) 6.2,6-1
Colsolatias Bracket
Wets d' J udly Holt ( Miss Coll Wmen d
Debbie Southern 1Tent, d. Jean Gurney
'Miss St (, lost to Connie Balcombe
(Auburn).
aaRitt d. Lours Von Dec Mahden
(Vanderbilt), WM to Dobbin Dotson Man
St. 
. -
Martin d. Carolyn Jones (gem St), Mat
to Prothro (LSU).
Hess lost to Jean Gurney (WO M4:
Hess-Jones lost to Dotson-Ware (Miss
St,
Startm-Utley lost to West-Wyatt (Miss
Coll Wmen
Track 
MSU Loses To WKU
Western Kentucky used
irsts in 13 of the 17 events to-
1 Murray State 103-37 in a
track meet at Roy
Stewar tadiuni Saturday.
Stan Sint- ons won the shot
for the Rae ( 51-2) and
placed second both the
discus 1141-51 and javelin
171-71. The only oth win-
ners for Murray were D id
Warren in the 800 mete
( 1:50.8) and Keith Forton in
the pole vault (14-0).
The. onlyone-two finish for
the Racers came-in the 800,
where Richard Charleston
completed in 1:52.7 to trail
Warres._ _ z
Murray, now 0-2 in outdoor
dual meets, will eon ipete in
the Dogwood Relays_ in
Knoxville, Tenn., Friday and
Saturday.
Wester. Ky. 143, Murray r
SHOT Strnmons, 51-2, Wildman
454, Riede fr,
1500 METERS Cumart (W) 3:47.3;
(Alm 3 47 7, Murphy (WI 318_3
110 HURDLES - Douglas I W) 14J;
Wilson W 14.95, Johnson (9/I . 19.7.
400 METERS - Hunter (59) 491,
Flemming 1491 903, aFtaferty 10.5
I.()NG JUMP - Killebrew (Wi 24-6
Stalky. iW) 23-7 Foe W ) 21-11.
HIGH JUMP Durrant (W) 44;
Bradford 64, Fitspettick (ifil) 64.
100 METERS - Wingo W( 10.87 Boyd
; WI 10.8; Cornelius 10 9
DISCUS - Wildman (M) 154-4; Sim-
mons 141-5: WIgginton (WI 122-I
600 METER -- Warren 1 50.8,
Charleston 1 51.7, Wiloughby WO 1 -53.8
400tH -- Douglas Wi 534; Quin (W1
Wilson W) 55.1.
,
PO VAULT - Forte 14-0, Freemen
(9/( 14-0 rshall (ifti 13-6
200 ME - Wing° (tV( 215. Cor-
nelius 321,Fo er s.
TRIPLE sum Mobley (W) 51-3 14:
Fitzpatrick Wi 46-1 sa. Brown 45-9
TWO' MITE - ale urplry, Long,
Cuzzort (W( 9 04 0
JAVELIN - Lasso W 177- • Simmons
111-7, Chappell 170-10
MILE REI:AY - Western ( a (las
Newby. Colter, Flemming) 3.19.4; M
,Crawley, O'Meally. Chimes, Rafferty
3.24.7
Competitors from Murray unless
otherwise noted
sir
Murray 14th Of 20
RICHMON67-Kr. Toni
Fischer shot a 54-hole total of
226 to pace the Murray State
golf team to a 14th-place finish
in the 20-team College Golf
Classic this weekend.
The Eastern Kentucky "A"
-squad-wsn--the-event with an
069, and the Colonels' Dave
Geer. was the top individual
finisher with a 5-under-par
211.
Othef Racers - and their
finishes were Don Martin, 74-
73-80-227; John Wedell. 78-78-
83-234; Peter Norton, 82-82-83-
247; and Brad Boyd, 80-81-88-
249.
Murray will compete along
with Austin Peay, Western
Kentucky and Middle Ten-




F,a stern Ky 'A"$69. Miami of Otuo 879.
Eastern '14" 890; Morehead 901, West
Virginia 909; Western Mich 913; Wettern
Ky 914, louisville 918, Tenn Tech 919-
UT-Chatanooga 920, MarShall 926,
Bowling Green 971, Central Mich MO,
Murray 1198, Vanderbilt 937. Ind St -
Evansville 951, Oakland College 963,
















Bill Wagoner, shown watching a pitch during a recent home game, drilled a two-run homer
to help Murray State sweep a doubleheader from Tennessee Tech in its opening league
, baseball action-this weekend., Staff photo
Victory
Floyd Earns Masters Chance;
Post Rallies For'Colgate Title
GREENSBORO, N.C. (AP)
- Ray Floyd read a little
lornething extra into his
dramatic victory in the
Greater Greensboro Open
Golf Tournament.
."It may be an omen," Floyd
said after birdies on the final
two holes gave hidi a five-
under-par 67, a comeback
from a six-shot_deficit and
sent him to Augusta, Ga. and
the Masters as pro golf's most
recent winner.
"There's certainly no
reason I shouldn't be a factor
in Augusta," Floyd said
Sunday. "The year I won the
Masters) I did the same thing.
I shot 66 in the last round here
in Greensboro. Maybe it's an
omen.
-1ilie- fliekirVe beeiir
playing better every week.
When you're striking the ball
well, making some putts, you
get used to shooting good
ounds and when the heat gets
th e you can handle it."
He as in plenty of heat in
the fina ound. With two holes
to play, he ailed two golfers
by two shots nd another by
one.
"After the 16th,1 poked at
the leader board. I s four
under ( par). I told ni elf,
'Well, you've jus't got to bir e
the last two holes. It's tha
"I figured six under par was
the nuniber I had to shoot," he
riAnd he did it.
Drawing on 17 years of pro
golf tour experience, he
ignored the. two-iron shot the
par-3 17th called for and hit a
four-iron low, "right through
the wind," then birdied from




(API - Sandra Post hasn't
won that many tournaments
since joining the Ladies
Professional Golf Association
tour in 1968, but precisely half
her victories hAve come in the
wornen'sr)chest event. -
ZEiSt: -With only fotir career_
victories, outdueled Nancy
Lopez on Sunday to win the
$305,000 Dinah Shore Winners
Circle for the second con-
secutive year. The triumph
was worth $37,500, the ',PGA's
biggest prize.
"I hold this tournament in
the highest esteem of any I've__
PraYed,7_Post_said _after
shooting a closing 70 and
breaking. a tournament-long
deadlock with Lopez.
Lopez had a 71 Sunday and
finished one-stroke back.










TRY THIS NEW KIND OF
WRI.PNO•PL;ASORE
Enjoy the true walking
comfort of Twin Sup-
ports under and around
your foot 8 to 5's ore
designed and con-
structed ta relieve the
pressures of walking










simple.' this tournament means by just
money," continued Post. "My
personal favorite of all the
tournaments is the Whiners
Circle."
'I'm not disappointed to
lose," said Lopez, who had a
- two-stroke lead on Post at one
time during the final round.
Milierray Ledger 81 Times
'Breds Sweep Tech,
Up Record To 15-3
COOKEVILLE, Tenn. -
The rains finally stopped, but
Murray State continued what
it has been doing regularly
this season - winning.
The Thoroughbreds, whose
first six Ohio Valley Con-
ference games had been
. washed out, swept a
doubleheader from Tennessee
Tech Saturday, winning 6-2
and 9-3.
' Murray's schedued rontest
with Meniphis State Sunday
was cancelled due,to rain. The
'Breds, 15-3, continue their
OVC schedule at Bowling
Green Wednesday, where they
will face Western Kentucky in
a twinbill; •
Murray 6, Tech 2
The Golden Eagles com-
mitted six errors to make
Murray's job a bit easier.
Tech scored in the first inning
and again in the fourth to take
. a 2-1 advantage, but the
'Breds put the game away by
scoring six times thereafter.
Robin Courtney reached on
an error by the centerfielder
and scored one out later on
Toni Fehn's double.
In the fifth, Doran Perdue
singled home Tony Threatt,
who had walked and advanced
on an error. Perdue came
home when Steve Sen-
cibaugh's ground ball was
mishandled.
Tim Hopkins doubled and
Fehn singled again for two
niore runs.
Mike Calicchio doubled in
the sixth to score Darrell
Niswonger, who had walked.
Lefthander Doyle Miller
went all the way en route to his
second victory without a
defeat, fanning 10 and scat-
tering six hits.
Murray 9, Tech 3
Perdue rapped three more
hits, giving him a 5-for-8
performance for the day, and
drove in two runs to pace the
'Breds to the sweep.
Murray leapt to a 6-1 ad-
vantage over the first four
innings. Bill Wagoner drilled a
home nip, a two-run shot to
rightcenter, for the first two
'Bred runs in the second.
In the _10urtk_ Murray
needed only one hit -to score
four more tinies. After
Wagoner and Perdue scored
on errors, Hopkins' single
drove in Sencibaugh and
Robin Courtney.
The 'Breds added three
more runs over the final two
frames. Niswonger lofted a
sacrifice fly in the sixth to
score Hopkins, and an infield
error pushed home Jeff
Oakley and Perdue in the
seventh.
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Tigers Split With Cairo
Cary Miller called it a
"strange game," And the
record books called it a loss -
Murray High's first of the
year. The Tigers battered
Cairo III.) High 14-2 .in the
first game but lost 7-4 in the
nightcap of baseball action
Saturday at Holland Stadium.
Murray, now 2-1, has a week
before facing Marshall County
April 16.
Murray 14, Cairo 2
The Tigers jumped to a 5-0
lead,, then iced the contest
with eight more in the fourth.
The game was halted after
five innings because 61 the 10-
run rule.
Bruce Taylor and John
Denhani belted RBI doubles,
and Jeff Kursave scored
Denham from second with a
single as Murray scored four
times in the first inning.
In the second, Eddie
Requarth scored from third
after Denham drew a bases-
loaded walk.
The eight-run outburst in the
fourth came via Seven Tiger
hits. Taylor doubled to open
the inning and scored on Tony
Herndon's single.
Denhani, who had walked,
scored moments later on a
wild pitch. A sacrifice fly by
Scott Hill, a double by
Requarth, a triple by Bill
Milton and singles by Taylor
and Denhan) provided ,the
other runs in the inning.
Cairo pushed across its two
runs in the fifth via a two-out
error by a Tiger with two
runners aboard.
Kim Wilson picked up the
win on the mound, s,attering
three .hits, white striking,out
seven.
Cairo 7, Murray 4
The Tigers hit just three hits
but stranded 11 runners,
figures that Miller pointed to
the' difference.
"They, (Cairo) had seven
errors, but we just didn't
capitalize on them." •
Cairo led 7-0 after six in-
nings, but Todd McMillen
drew a walk to lead off the
Murray seventh. He stole
second and third and scored
when Milton's ground ball was
mishandled.
Herndon an# Wilson
reached on two niore errors,
loading .the bases, and when
Robin Roberts' ground ball
was also mishandled, both
Milton and Herndon scored.
Boxscores, page 10
Here's the scoop.
The offer's good right now at any
participating Burger Queen restaurant displaying the
Great News in the Morning window banner.
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incinnati, Phillies Finally On The Right Track
By the Associated Press -
It took the Cincinnati Reds four games to get untracked
withein Pete Rose. After 2'2 games, Philadelphia still hasn't
. won with hills— bnt at least the Phils are on the right track. •
s, Cincinnati, which had lost its first three games to San.
-..Francisco- used Rick Auerbach's pinch-double and Joe
Morgans -run-Storing single in thelOth Innmg for a 7-6 vie-.
tory over the Giants Sunday.
• The Phillies, who have shown only occasional bursts of
. punch in this young season, had dropped their first two.
. games to St. Louis. They were on their way to a victory over
, the Cardinals Sunday when the ram dampened their spirits.
But because of a new rule, they'll be able to keep their 3-2
sixth-inning lead when the teams resume play June 29, so at
• 'least they're a little more than halfway to a victory.
- Elesehwere in the National League Sunday, Houston..`
▪ blanked Atlanta 2-0, Montreal shaded Pittsburgh 5-4 and Los
Angeles beat San Diego 6-5 in 12 innings. The New York Mets'
gan le against the Cubs in Chicago was rained out.
— In the American League, the New York Yankees topped the
Milwaukee Brewers 2-1, the Chicago White Sox beat the
Baltimore Orioles the Kansas City Royals defeated the'
Toronto Blue Jays 8-3, the Boston Red Sox edged the
Cleveland Indians 7:6, the Minnesota Twins topped the
Oakland As 3-1, and the California Angels whipped the
Seattle Mariners 7-5. The Texas-Detroit game was postponed
by bad weather.
• The fact that Rose isn't around has had no dramatic effect
' on the Reds, veteran pitcher Bill Bonhani observed.
. • -Really, it's too early tote!!," he said. "If Philadelphia had
-
- won three quick games, they would have said it was because
of Rose. And I suppose since we lost three somebody wO-uld
.say that's because of Rose. But with both teams toeing, I
don't think atiybody really cares."
George Foster hit his seventh career grand-slam' hone
run, two shy of club leader Johnny Bench, and Dan' Driessen
hit a solo homer for Cincinnati. Roger Metzger had a two-run
triple and an RBI single for San Francisco'.
Phils 3, Cards 2
"You like to win them all, but you can't do anything about
two that you didn't," said Rose. "When the ball club starts
scoring runs, we'll win." He's doing his part, hitting .300 so
far.
. Larry Bowa, set up the Phils' go-ahead run with a sixth-
inning single. Mike Schnkidt doubled to break a 2-2 tie.
Astros 2, Braves 0.
If knuckleballer Joe Niekro had any thoughts of matching
Houston teammate Ken Forsch's feat of becoming part of a
no-tilt brother act, Atlanta's' Jerry Royster dispelled them in
a hurry with a leadoff single. But Niekro settled down and
allowed only four hits the rest of thelvay en route to his 13th
career shutout.
Expos 5, Pirates 4
Willie Stargell became Pittsburgh's all-time extra-base hit
king with 870 as he hit a two-run homer that psQhed him past
Honus Wagner.
But Andre Dawson drove in three runs with a homer and a
single to push Montreal past the Pirates.
Dodgers 6, Padres 5
Rookie Rick Sutcliffe pitched five innings of three-hit
shntoin relief and picked up his first major league victory




















Atlanta 0 3 ..000 . 3 •
Sunday's Games
Mentreal 5. Pittsburgh 4 .
)9ew York at Chicago, ppd., rain
• / Cincinnati 7. San Francisco 6. 10 in-
k ningse
Philadelphia 3. St Louis 2, 'suspended.'
rain. inAings
Moaday's Games
Montreal Lee 10-10i at New York Fal-
cone 2-7,
Cincinnati LSeaver 16-14) at Atlanta
Nahler
Pittsburgh (Candelaria 12-11) at Phila-
delptua Ruthven 15-11) (n)
















































































Texas at Detrost, ppd. rain
Chicago S. Baltimore 1
New York 2. Milwaukee)
Boston 7, Cleveland 6, 12 innings
Kansas City* Toronto 3
Minnesota 3, Oakland 1
California 7, Seattle 5
Monday's Games
Detroit Wilcoa 13-12 at Kansas City
(Gale 14-85, ni









As your Hostess, it's my 1db to help you make the
most of your new neighborhood. Our shopping areas.
Community opportunities. Special attractions. Lots of facts
to save you time and money.
Plus a basket of gifts for your family.
be listening for your call.






maintenance with ow regular Ssnitone drycleaning care
adds years to the life of your beautilui drapenes And saves you the cost
of replacing them before more ready
Right now as • special introductory offer
to sir Sanitaiw drapery cleaning care, you
can save WI of the regular cost of hosing
your draperies cleaned Bring them in today




ere lied 44,,s4r, T. yr Iron,
20 - 0 on
With Ma Coupon
this coupon with your
order, please Offer Expires April 28th
I. .... 11101.11M0 O.= 4= • 011111FON . 
Boone's -
Laundry & Cleaners







1-Washington 54 za 659
Pludadelplua 47 35 573
New Jersey 17 45 451
New York 31 51 376
Boston 00 -53 354
Central Division
a-San Antonio 48 34 585
Houston 49 35 583
Atlanta 46 36' 561
Cleveland 30 52 366
Dttron 30 52 366
New Orleans 26 55 317
Western Conference
Midwest Ohs taloa
x-Kansas City 46 34 565
Denver 47 35 573
In:brat/1 IS • 44 463
Milwaukee 38 44 463
Chicago 31 51 -375
Pacific Division
1-Seattle 52 30 634
Phoenix so n 610
Los Angeles 47 35 573
Portland 45 37 549
San Diego C 39 524





















New Jersey at Philadelphia r,
Friday's Game
Philadelphia at New Jersey n
Sunday's Game
New Jersey at Philadehia neces-
Wry
• Wedoesciey's Game
Atlanta at Houston, is,
• oFriday's Game
Houston at Atlanta, rn
Stusday's Game
Atlanta at Houston. If necessary'
Western Conference
Tuesday's Game






























27 2 4 1
141 0 - 6 7
100 9-2 6 ;
h so bb hip
36.2-0, 7 2 1 6 10 0 0
Evms TT I 5 6 5 6 0 4 0
Kelqirri 2 0 0 1 0 7 0
2b - Calicchen. Fehn. Hopliins
Murray 2, Tech 3
ab r
Perdue. 2b 5 2
Sencibaugh, ss 5 1
Courtney, 3b 4 1
Hopkin, dh 3 1
Fehn, If 2 0
Niswonger, rf I 1
Threatt. cf 1 0
Rigions, p 2 0
Wagoner. lb 3 2
Oakley, c 4 1 0 0
Totals 30 9,7 5
Tech 26- 3 6 3
Murray 020 401 Z-..9 7 2
Tech 100 011 0-3 6 6
Melee
• ip r er i go bb him
Higgins
W.3-0 i 51-3 3 3 6 5 5 0
Beuchel 12-3 0 0 0 2 I 0
Fisher TT 31-3 6 2 4 1 5 0








11.11•  2 2
Bruce Taylor. lb , 1 3
I3enham, 2
Iferndon.3b 3 1
Wilson. p 3 1
Kure.ave,dh • 2 I







S aro, • OM 02 2
Pitching
ip r er h bb so hip































ab • r h
2 • 1 n
I 0
4 fi 0 0
4 0 0 0 
2 0\ 3
4 0 1 0
3 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
3 0 0 1
r-ir si-
1 1''O 0,
211 4 .3 1
MO IWO 4-4 3 5
100 113 '17 7 7
Pitching
Herndon, 1.0-11 5 3 1 4 9 2 n















LOS' ANGELES CODGERS - Traded
Rick Fthoden, pitcher, to the Pittsburgh
Pirates for Jerry Reuss. pitcher
BOSTON CELTICS - Dave Cowan,
player-cnach, announced his resignation
as head coach_
• ia‘e Lopes boomed a Bob Shirley pitch out of the park,
[lug Los Angeles past the Padres.
Yankees 2, Brewers!
'fowl! s John made his debut with the Yankees by scat-
tiring six hits for the complete-game victory.
The first game you've got to get your-feet on the ground
,t nether it's your first game of the season, the first game of.
11;e playoffs or the first game of the World Series," said John,
ho spent seven years with the Chicago White Sox in the
.-neesicaisbeagsie, then seven with the Los Angeles Dodgers
the National League.
s•-••-r
White Sox 5, Orioles I
Kick- Worthant and Lerrin LaGrow combined on a
threehitter as Chicago defeated Baltimore. An RBI single in
tile first by Chet Len ion and a runscoring hit by Greg Pryor
s the fifth provided the White Sox with all the runs they
I ceded.
Boyals 8, Blue Jays 3
Paul Splitterff pitched a five-hitter and George Brett
.,Illected four hits and scored three runs as Kansas City beat
Spring Football
Clinic Is A Success
Murray State football Coach
Mike Gottfried called his
squad's first week of Spring
workouts a good one overall.
"This squad has put fun back
into practices," he said.
Gottfried also stated that
the intensity was high after
five days of the 20-day period.
Sixty-five high school
oaches_attended_the second_
annual Murray State Football
Coaches' Clinic this weekend.
Also in attendance were
Louisville's Vince Gibson and
Eastern !BMWs' Darrell
Mudra.
-As successful as this one
was," said Gottfried, -we
want to make next year's
bigger and better." • +
Toronto. A three-run rally in the fifth gave the Royals a 4-3
lead and all the runs they needed. .
Red Sol 7, Indians 6
J in I Rice scorecTtet ieTdizsit-Tifthe
inning, lifting Boston over Cleveland. Fred Lynn had hit a
pair of two-run homers and Rice added a two-run single,
giving the Red Sox the lead three tunes during the first nine
timings.
Tie* 3, A's 1
Geoff Zahn pitched a threehitter as Minnesota beat the A's
• and sweep a season-opening,- three-game series. Minnesota
scored two runs in the first inning without a hit off Mike
Norris, who walked four batters and hit one in the inning.
Zahn retired 19 consecutive battersduring one stretch.
Angels 7, Mariners 5
. Dan Ford knocked in three runs with two homers and a
double anciCarney Lansford's double in the eighth scored the



















BRAKES LIGHT TRUCKS FOREIGN CARS
•N
1111•11111 IFir:. III
4 . am 04
Put Your Confidence In Our Spring Car Service







• Chassis lube and oil change. with steering systems - add fluid where
up to 5 quarts major brand oil needed • Check all tires for recom-
, 10W30 or 40) • Includes new oil fol. merded air pressure • Included light
'er • Check fluid levels 'or fransmis- trucks and' vans • Please call for




Road-holding six rib design.
Dependable, smooth-riding
diagonal-ply constrsction.
Don't miss this value'





878-13 a,  1,25.00
E 7811 $20.00
178-14 630.00





















PACKAGE PRICE 111 Offer expires April 16
HELPS GET YOVR CAR READY FOR SUMMER DRIVING _ - _ -
•Dismount two winter tires and and check air pressure • Pro-
remount two regular tires (autos vide two free storage bags for
only) •COmputer balance those winter tires
two Wheels • Inspect Other tires
Brake Service -Your Choice
$6988 sill. if and sernom
HELPS MAINTAIN STOPPING POWER
2-WHEEL FRONT DISC: Install new
front brake pads and grease seals
• Resurface front rOtors • Repack OR
front wheel bearings • Check cal--
pets and hydraulic system • Add
fluid (does not include rear wheels)
4-WHEEL DRUM: Install new brake
lining, all 4 wheels • New trrIrlt ;
grease seals • Resurface drums •
Repack front bearings •-hrispect hy-
draufitAystem • Add fluid • Most
U.S. Cars. 3310St Datsun Toyota. VW •




4 , r I 6.cyl 8
•Includes listed Darts ant labor
no estra charge for air conditioned cars .
$4 Jess for electronic ,gnition
CUPS INTIM MACK STARTS
• tlectron.r enone. ‘bargtne and ttartind
%Ysfe•si analysis • loStall new points, plugs
fOrlderISer, rotor .•set deeit and t.ming • Ad
lust carburetor • Includes Dattun Toyota. VW.
and light trurbs
Werranted 90 drys sr 3,000 relies,
wkiche•er comes first




*lifetime es long as you, the ootInal par
chaser, own the car
• Meets or exceeds all US auto car
Specifications • Cowered Oro?,
due to malstrials, workmanship, blow-




• We do professional work
. We do only the work you authorize
• we return worn-out parts.
• We honor our auto service
warranty nationwide '
All Goodyear service is warranted for
at least 90 days or 3.000 miles, whicl.
ever comes first -'many services. much
longer It warranty service is ever re.
Ousted, .go ro the (ioodyear Service
- Just Soy =balm Gr'°dre..°' O's• any or Ithese ways to buy Our.





`NATIONWIDE AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE LIMITED WARRANTY. -
Store where the or,yoral vroils was per
formeil. and we II fix it. free lf, however
you re more. than 913 miles from the Ord)
store. .p0 to any of Goodye.ir S if,or
Service Stores nationwide
Store Manager Robert I. Rudolph, Jr.
Goodyear' Service StOre



















- FET trom 31e to 55e depending
-n one No trade needed \



















1 will on Monday, April 23, 1979 at 10:00 a.m. at the Court
House door at Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky expose to
public sale to the highest bidder the following delinquent tax
claims upon which a real estate assessment appears (the
amount includes the tax, penalty, Sheriff's service fee and
advertising cost The claims sold become a lien upon the
property described upon the face of the tax bill and are
subject to 12 per cent per annum.
MAX MORRIS
SHERIFF OF CALLOWA Y COUNTY
GRADED SCHOOL DISTRICT




38-Adams, John B  . 63.20
55-Aden, William H.  106.11
103-Allen, Kenneth - 17.44
738-Bannon, Henry C  i37.00
244-Barger, Zelma J.  80.36
305-Beaugard, Georgia  8.87
341-Berry, Joseph   34.60
352-Betts, Marie Brandon  97.52
394-Blakely, George  $14.59
515-Boyle,-Marvin or Verta  36.64
664-Bulder, Lloyd 111.34
823-Carter, Jerry L.  28.88
834-Cathey, Don T 217.64
939-Clees, Eddie M  179.54
950-Coats, Terra . . 887
1165-Cridee, Rowland L. 34.60
1207-Cun. ' ham, Martha 54.63I Own, Theodorni-4, ..46.041260-Datigherty, William D _ _  197.821275-Denton, Shirley 1k:-. . . .j.,-7-  91.80
36.04
26.42
1286-Dibble, Ralph  •
1378-Downey, Kenneth 
1402-Dunbar, Ella
c-o Estella Turner.. ,...1 
1510-Elkins, Shirley
1710-Fike, Bobby 63.20
1711-Eike, Bobby \  63.20
1712-Fike, Bobby 137.56
1713-Fike, Bobby  26.03. _a..1714-Fike, Bobby ... _ _ . .\  160.44
I758-Forbes, Faye D. 
,
a  153.32
1776-Foster. Willie Lee \ 51.76
1873-Gammons, ID-- .a. • 8.87
1978-Gilbert, Vernon & Martha   12.86
. 2206-Harding, Bert 10.58a2230-Harrell, Margaret \ 74.64
2231-Harrington, Brian R. \
\ 108.962505-Hornbuckle, James \ 20.31
2506-Hornbuckle, James R. 4 ,.....11.9.1.7
2509-Herning, Bobby C. .. _ '  .279.08
2568-Hubbard, Louise
c-OCoats Terra ,.— A.31.75
2586-Hughes, Glenda G 147.02
2711-Jackson, Richard  .14
7735-Jeffrey, James 118.
2774-Johnson, Gary , 63.11
3016-King, Jerry D. 23.16
3021-King, Owen Estate  34.80
o
_ 4562-R,peves, Essie 
4630-Robards, Wilma Estelle ' 
3804-Morgan, Terry L 




4316-Perkins, Thomas 0 
4394-Poe, Joseph D. Jr. 
4490-Ramsey, Richard A. 
4685-Robinson. Donald E. • 
5072-Shultz, James D
5I20-Skinner, Aberline 
5123-Skinner, John W. 
5142-Smith, Bonnie 
5262-Sparks, Maggie Martin
5423-S urrune rville,Myra D 
5270-Spencer, Jesse
3220-Leeper, James Frederick 
3393-Martin. Tony  '-
5866-Walls, Harold' 
5867-Walls, Harold 
c-0 Louise Hubbard 
c-0 Gene Burgess 
. -.
.I,' 
, ....  , _. _..,  . 9  31
\ 





















5868-Walls, Harold & James Lynwood 20.31
5869-Walls, James  78.96
5916-Warren, Dolores C. 200.48
120.40
8.29
  • 20.31
- 206.20'
6192-Wilson, Steve . 
6233-Wafford, Louise 
COMMON SCHOOL DISTRICT
6565-Alexander, T. G . _
6610-Allen, Carolyn A.
6613-Allen, David D. 8  06
6634-Allen, William H. 18.97
6651-Almo Rental Corp  111.72
6655-Alton, Eugene Jr 175.44
6673-Ammons, James R.  16.91
6756-Applegate, Carl  8.06
6757-Aqrusa, Pasquale 10.79
6758-Arant, Felix
c-o Glenna Mae Arant  10.09
6759-Arant, Glenna Mae 125.36
6762-Argo, Harwood W. Jr 10,79
6783-Armstrong. Robert B. Jr.  16.24
6784-Armstrong, Robert B. Jr. 231.06
6785-Armstrong, Robert Benton 333.36
6825-Ashby, Cynthia  28.52
6977-Baker, James E  10.09
7055-Bard, William R. &
Michael Mobley  '36.70
7069-Barker, Jim L • 754.77
7186-Barto, Oscar C. 7  02
-7203-Bates, Myson-E.  29.71 -
7205-Batey, Paul • .  12.82
7212-Baylor, Billy  7.72
7296-Bean, Dennis W   10.79
7299-Bean, Robert O.  10.09
7300-Rean, William B.  36.17













6444-Adams, James E. & Linda 
6493-Adcock, F.D.
6494-Aden, William H. & Mary 
6503-Adsit, Glenn 





6547-Alexander, Gene Steven  176.50







7029710-Coutts, David M 8069711-Coutts, Margaret -  8.069776-Crass, Larry Joe 806
9780-Crauswell, Bruce 19.59
9862-Crocker, Bobby • 7  369936-Crutcher, Wayne   8.069980-Cundiff, Kenneth 12.8210002-Cunningham, Dennis N 12.8210081-Currin, James A. 80610093-Cutler, Steve K 7.0210095-Da bbs, Gail 12.8210162-Darnell, James Lee 226.9810205-Daughtery, William D. & Jackie 118.5410219-Davidson, George .. 30.49
10223-Davis, C. A; ............ 8.7310228-Davis, Donald L  7.36
.. 9.930249-Davis, Richard P 63.980309-Delle, Joseph ... ........ ... 9.380312-Delima, Adam 12.82
0352-Devera, Brenda Sue  7.36
0356-Devitt,.Patrick Timothy  7.72
10393-Dickerson, Larry  -7.02 
 8.06
10400-Dieterlen, Carl 1.. ...........
10402-Dietz, Jack la




10656-Douglas, Duane  
10575-Dowdy and Hanka Motor Sales
0631-Drake, Gordon E -
0654aDuke, Marvin J. .......... ..
0662-Duke, W. E.
7  36








7353-Beecher, Ronald M.  9 42
7373-Bell & Overbey  8 01
7376-Bell, Carl  8.08
7419-Bennett, Carl W ..... . .............................. 8.06
7435-Bennett, Oscar 111.00
7449-Beran, David A. ................................. .1.36
7451-Berg, Joanne D di Michael Pawloaid ..........
7467-Berry, Joseph N  11 46
7469-Berryitin, Doyle  8.06
7470-Berryman, Doyle  14 18
7472-Beshear, Ronald 60.56
7480-Bevins, Bud J.  7.36
7556-Birdsong, Troy &
Joe C. Birdsong  
7565-Bishop, c-o J. W. Frost - 
7568-Bissonnet, Eugene Earl
7606-Blackburn, Robert J.  
7623-Blake, Jaime W
7638-Blalczak, Victor
7688-B hit, Dean C.
7709-Boberg, Sandra
7711-Bochenek, Valerian S. Jr.
7739-Bogard, Phillip
7765-Boggs, Burel  






















7852-Bowden, Kenneth W 
7860-Bowling, Neil Wesley 
7862-Bowman, Michael S. 
... 10 09




7907-Bradley, K. R. & Dennis Clark 
7986-Brandon, Roger D. di Judith Pritchett 
8003-Brantley, Alvie Roy 
8006-Bratschi, A. G. or Dorothy 



























823 Bryant, Charles 
8318-Buhler, Loyd E. 
4377-Burkeen, Day-man L 
8378-Burkeen, Dennis M.
c-oTruman Beane  .
8424-Buriceen, Paul & Ruby  • 12.15
8456-Burkhart, Harry A. - 
8475-Burns, J. W. 873
8495-Burwell, Nancy A. & Roscoe C. 14.18
8510-Butler, Claude D. 10.09
8564-Bybee, Barry J 40.10
8604-C & H. Ag. Center Inc.....—   101.68 
16.918672-Camp, Barney W • 
8681-Campbell, Beecher  12.82
8684-Campbell, Burton L. N  8.06
8690-Campbell, Davis Jr. Dr   108.30
8692-Campbell, Frank  18.28
8710-Canfield, Lean J 11.42
8711-Canfield, Leon J 14.90
8742-Carmody, Ronald C.  11.48
8792-Carrico, Letcher 10.09
8848-Carson, William R. - .7.39
8857-Carter, Jerry L. 23.06
8897-Catet., Walter M  18
8956-Chamberlain, Clarence 
174.02
9034-Cherry, Gerald D. 7  36
9134-CLark, James L. 872
9137-Clark, John L. 873. .
9246-Cobham, Jan & Brenda 942
9267-Coffey, Carthel 720
36
9268-Coffey, Carthel 7 3295-Cole, J. Wright 138








9511-Conyer, Donald D. or
Thomas L. 
9512-Conyer, Donald or Helen or
Michael D.
9527-Cook, Eddy A. _ 
c-o Tommy Manes 
212.429550-Cook, Shirley Jean


















0248-Davis, Ray 0. ..... .....
,
10671-Duncan, Alfred E. ...








10922-Edwards, Jerry D .. a 4  147.44
10958-Elam, Hal B.  ,  7.36
16991-Eli, Raymond A. 8.73
11006-Elkins, Darrell  14.18











11064-Ellis, Kenneth Loren 
11093-Ellis, William Stephen
ciEo iBtre, AuthVanderraiimi ur
11123-Eaale. Rabb
41155-Ernst, Thomas G 
11211-Eshck, Herman L. or Judy
11222-Eubanks, Marion Leon  12.82
11269-Everhart, Virgil M 7  72
11327-Fannard, Len 9  42
11332-Farr, Dempsey 
11353-Farrar, Lawrence  114.72
11403-Faulks, James 0. • ' 15.22
11408-Feeney, James P. . . 
5137.516111448 Ferguson, H. W  
4 - • _
11467-Ferkan, Martha S. 
• 
 21.00
11472-Ferris, James-W. ...... - . --------18.97
11473-Ferris, James W.  8.06
11485-Finley, Orne di Alma 938
11486-Finley, Patrick M.
11508-Fish, R. E. 
6  69
873
11511-Fisher, Stephen A 6  69
11554-Floyd, Burlos • 7  72
11555-Floyd, Robert E. 8  70
11565-Foglernan, John W.  .8.73
11568-Foley, Otha Franklin - a 26.46
11573-Falwell, William P. 36.70
11639-Foster. Gordon B. . .   7.36
11653-Fowler, James  9.59
11708-Freeman, William  9.08 
10.7911665-Fox, John W. 
11752-Fulton, Margaret Jean 70.80'
11888-Gaddie, Gordon 7  02
11965-Gargill, Bertram  11.46
11971-Garland, B.C. 241.30
11980-Garland, Carl  47.50
11996-Garland, Gladys .   12.15
12012-Garland, Margie A. 237.57
12022-Garland, Paul 74.20
12023-Garland, Paul Wayne....  190.14
12024-Garland, Randall Gene 60.56
12076-Gautney, Glenn R 9  38
12125-Geurin, Jackie R 104.90
12168-Gibson, John H . 7  72
12258-Goheen Emily 
12272-Gonzalez, Roberto & M 
10.09
arie 8  39
12273-Gonzalez, Roberto & Marie 7  20
12301-Goodwin, Russell A. 111.72'
12302-Goodwin, Russell A. 15.82
12304-Gordon, Earl L .  182
12355-Grantham, Albert R. & Effie 
-- 7.3683
12364-Graves, Richard-E. 11.46
12365-Graves, Richard E 14.88
I2384-Gray, Donald & Billy Roney. 
12401-Gray, William G 12.05
12426-Green, Kenneth 67.38
I2427-Green, Kenneth 346.90
12450-Green, William Roy  19.64
12456-Greer, Ira 53.74
12575-Gros, Leslie & Sandra 7  36
1588-Grubbs, Lowell ," 
12595-Guess, Michael 
265.16
12738-Hall, Raymond K. _ 10.09
12748-Hall, Wiley 8  06
7  3612753-Ham, Donnie& James Bishop
12771-Hamman, Allen R 16.24
12779-Hampton, Emily 
• 180..779312796-Haney, Charles or Lillian 
12)315-Hardin, John B 50.34
'119.2712847-Hargrove, Jimmy 
• 12852-Hargrove, Phillip 43.52
53.7412883-Harper, Doris 
' 12894-Harper, Steven R.  106.46
12923-Harrington, Mackey L., 7  72
12929-Harris, George W.
I2959-Harris, Willie A. 44.89
13017-Hasselrode, Ronnie 17.26
13032-Hauk, Robert E. 11.42
13055-Haynes George C 9  42
13061-Hays, Ann B. 12.82
13068-Hays, Mary Elizabelh- 74.20
, 13112-Helm, Luther D. 12.33
13113-Helms, James R. di Adrian
Vancleave 10.74
13123-Henderson, Joe W. 29.88
13157-Hendricks, C. T.
44.59c-o C. V. Morgan 
13229-Hepperler, Robert E 8  70
1323I-Herman, Joseph 7  02
13232-Hernandez, Jeanette 12.15
13275-Herrmann, David A. 8  70
13282-Heskie, Metro • 10.09
80.1013287-Hester. Bobby 




7  7213382-Hightower, Ernie
46.9213396-Hill, Barry 
8  7313413-Hill. Frank W.
13463-Hindman, Mary Billington 772
9  4213466-Hines, Walter A.
7  5513467-Hinkins, Elmer D.
7  3613479-Hisaw, James Ra




13740-Horita, Gilbert M. 873












1401680i JHBu jtchtinrps,. John, T.













14528-Jones, Edna A. Mrs. .
14529-Jones, Edward 
14571-Jones, James A. 
14583-Jones, Jerry M 
114644433427-Jonel, NLetdtitia 
1484a-4-Oa-a-a, mai aveTrraaaa.: .......... r6:54
'14679-Jones,
1146628444- Jo°nes, TRPholiobeulmrDatasBvid,. °then.


































  11.46 
108.30
12112 14729-Judiuns, Bobby D.  362.0533.26 14746-Kalman, John  - 8  3914760-Kassa, Jack J  16.91115.78 14795-Kelling, Rudy  8.068  08 14800-Keener, Havey J. or George Beech 10.00
736 14801-Keeney, Edward Id 872
72.37 14821-Keller, Ronald V.  8.67942 14826-Kelly, Ebner J. 
14827-Kelley, Mary Helen  
6.69
14919-Kennemore, Marvin  
8.06
14947-Key, David L. 
10.09
 9.42
801 14995-Kilmer, Van H.  7.02
15016-Kimbro, Judith'  33.74






15061-King, Walter H 
  .7.36
15100-Kirks, Rome! J.., aa. 
 11.46
15105-Kizzie, Dale M. 
  . 71071..0937
15119-Knight, David 
15,120-Knight, David Earl 
17332.281
15121-Knight, David Earl 
15122-Knight, David Earl 10.09
15158-Knuckles, Bryce E. Jr - .8.06
15159-Knuckles, Bryce E. Jr - - 6.69
15165-Kock, Robert 0 210.60
15208-Kruse, Hpward , 942
15239-I.abodie, Lavern 7  36
15247-Lafferty, Dan J. 9  08
15274-Lamb, Dennis E 667
15330-Lancaster, Carlisle M  • 19.64
15378-Lapp, Russell J. 736
15403-Lassiter, James Michael  275.40
15452-Latimer, Calvin Clay 26.46
15473-Lawrence, Eva 
: 9  4215474-Lawrence, Eva 9  75
15501-Laws, Floyd W 801
15509-Lazi- Ernst R 873
15513-Lax, Richard E. 8.06
15528-Leder, Claude P 10.09
15557-Lee, Jesse 8  06
15558-Lee, Joseph E   16.24
15559-Lee, Joseph M. 7  55
15603-Leonard, James B.
c-o James McClure 8  06
15641-Lewis, Charles C 21.36
15650-Lewis, James A.  






15694-Lindner, Joseph J. 103.14
8  06 15696-Lindsey, Clare c-orfaaniir.,..„.o4- --
15697-Lindsey, Edward W. 
8.39
7  36
15698-Lindsey, Edward W. 9  42
15701-Lindsey, Richard W. —._,.._...8.39
15719-Littan, Donnie W. 8  06
15733-Lively, James 0 36.70
15759-Long, David A. 7  72
15779-Louvin, Betty 7 36,
7  20 15781-Lovan, William A. 7  36
15782-Love, Philip L 7  72
15783-Larveall, Joseph M. Jr.  -- 7  72
15785-Lovelace, Gerald 19.64
158-03-Lovett, Kenneth A  8.73
15849-Lowe, Kellie R. Jr  46.92 •
15877-Lucas, Jack D. . 7  42
15925-Lyons, J. H. 8  06
15926-Lyons, Luther  83.37
- 15940-Madden, John Liston  12.82
15941-Madden, William E. & Imogene 19.68
15951-Madison Dennis E. 
- 15976-Main, James L. 
30128..031351
802 16008-Maness, Oscar 
16009-Maness, Robert   9.42
16010-Maness, Roy  36.00
16011-Maness, Willie Lee Jr. . 6  89
16016-Manion, Harvey 7  36
I6038-Manning, J. H 33.97
16045-Manning, Ronald-E.  12.82
16098-Marshall, Charles M. 11.46
16112-Martin, Arthur L  12.48
16124-Martin, Harold B. & Julia 8  73
16140-Maruschak, John Jr 10.79
16141-Maruschak, John Jr 11.98
16143-Marvin, Bobby Jack Mrs. 11.46
16157-Mason, Robert 56.65
16158-Mason, Robert S.  10.04
16261-Maynard, A. L. 11.46
16266-Mayo, Jimmy 17.26
16267-Mays, Emmett E    8.06
16953-Mills Lela B. 806
16988-Mitchell, Elster R. 702
16989-Mitchell, Elster R 7.02
16992-Mitchell, Harry J. 19.64
17000-Mitchell, Mary 7  72
17006-Mitchell, Rob Lee 02
17019-Mitchuson, Obie Geist 33.28
17027-Moeller, Karl C. 9  42
16272-McAfee, Frank G. 
9
16319-McCarthy, Clayton
c-o M J. Gromenz 
7 02
16321-McCarty, Audry 
113.4°816324-McCarty, Evelyn A IS 
16329-McClanahn, Leroy 62.22
16372-McClure, Maggie Mrs. 9  42
16374-McClure, 011isJ 16.41
16376-McClure, Ossby 8  01
16396-McCoy, Charles R .7
16405-McCoy, Ramona  
84..0367
16426-McCuiston, Danny A. 1469.9204
16475-McCuiston, Ladean 
16545-McGee, Lynn T.   , 7.02•
16561-McGuins, Gene  7.02
16568-McIntosh, Ronnie 
75.
16635-McLeod, Claude Earl 
2917882116641-McLeod, Russell 
16649-McMinn, Joseph Franklin  9,42
16753-Migasi,Robert  6.06
167551Milburn, W. B  46.92
16775-Miller, Charles E 102.14
16776-Miller, Charles E. •
c-o Galon Miller 9.42
16840-Miller, Herman W. •• 11.46
16864-Miller, Joseph C. 87.84
16906-Miller, Robert D. 7.55
16916-Miller, Robert W. 9.26
16940-Millicamp, Kenneth 15.55
16942-Milligan, James
.r-o Richard Milligan .7.02
17108-Moore, Dottie 12.62
17114-Moore, H. E. 8.06
.17115-Moore, James B. 40.10
17161-Morgan, laiavfd - 19.64
17178-Morgan, James H. 12.82
171a4-Morgaa, Terry , 
183128417235-Morris, Michael ....... . 16
17.261-Morris% William A 121.94
17288-Morrison, Shelby 166.28
11310-Tafolton. Mason -8  06
17349-Mulkey, Arnold K. ..... • ........... , . .. 7.02
17350-Mulkey, Arnold K 7  36
17461-Myers, Cletus L. . • ..„ ....... 30.57







(Continued From Page 111
17571-Needy, Edward
17604-Ness, Donald 









17845-0rdiway, Virginia - 12.14"
17848-Orgon, Wayne -10_09
23.06
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21113-Stockton, Michael J.
• 21116-Stockwell. Ralph O.
21119-Stogner, Robelt.B.
21141-Stone, Bobby Lee
 1148 21143-Stone, Charles R. &June 
7  36 21206-Strauss. Robert
  18:28 c-o Herbert 
Strauss Jr.






181 wens, Roy,- •-• 22.14
18107-Owens, Phylis • 7  02
18108-Ow sley , Barry 60.56
18234-Parker, Robert  33.2
18253-Parlss, Anna • 7  36
18285-Parmly', Donald. 942





















7  36 21335-Sweetwater Lake In
c
7  02 21427-Tancrede, Donald T
. Sgt
702 21430-Tainier , Jantes-R. 
9  42 21431-Tanner James R.Jr. 
10.09 21433-Tanner, 
Robert  




21647-Thompson. George W.  
21648-Thompson, George W.  
Kay 
21703-Thorn, Edward
21718-Thorn, Thomas E. 
21748-Thornburg, Robert E. Jr.





c•oHaves Save Way ..










16.24 22222-Udey, Irene Mrs
 64.72 22230-Underhill, Donnie















































19265-ftenf roe, Floyd  
19271-Reno, Salvatore
19272-Reno, Salvatore  
19298-Rhodes, Charles  





































19559-RobinsonStoua1d F.  14.04
19578-Woby, a E
19585-Rodgers, James M. 14.88
• 19598-Rogers, Charles
19625-Rogers, Larry 
19627-Rogers, Lee  











l  19701-Roseberry, Glenn , 130.34
19710-Ross, Cornelia 822
. 19767-Rowland, Joe P.
' 19613-Ruby, Robert 30.12.
19822-Rundle, Bill 15.55
19842-Rust:ling, L. L. 63.98
19886-Ruricki, Elizabeth  26.17
19921-Salman, William  1-10.84
19946-Sanders, Ira r 7  36
9 
20017-Schindler, Leonard 





20142-Scruggs, H. Gene .
20143-Scruggs, H. Gene 















20540-Smith, Alfred --  14.18
20599-Smith, Bonnte .,"  7.36
20555-Smith, Cecil I  10.09
20627:Smith, J. W. .39.02
29630-Smith, James Ed.  87.84
20631-Smith, James Edd _60.21
i6640-Smith, Joe 4W 702
20657-Smith, Jilanita 'b . -- 10.55
2D663-Smith, Laverne 13.47
20687-Smith, N ncy .. 





20896-Stacey, J.C. . .
20Kg13-Staffey', Charles D.
20947-Starks, Bobby G.
























22946-Wheeler, Oynaul J 


















23354-Wilson, D.J. Itt Marton
.13.41 23355-Wilson, Delphos J.




7  02 23421-Wilson, Maurice
23452-Wilson, Victory
23472-Winarski, John W. _








11.46 23702-Wyatt, Glen E.
10.74 23734-Wynn, Jerry Lee
9  4j 23764-Yopp, John L 
64.59 23827-Youngblood, Ronald J.




61.9z, DOWN Answer to Saturday's Pu7.71i-
7  55 4 Hors ower 2 Jail
9  38 .
1 Secret ent 1 Resort 
'RAH Tr 1.1HOSE -1:W
. r 1 -3 Old pronoun 'EGO H I N T S E P4'
8  70 6 Vaults 4 Leander's P 0 Si S
 IC
 group 3 EH, $4
- .-Svadaysat-1230 on WSJP_ _please.
conditioners, front end , volt, 110 amps, group 30 'H,
9.42 alignment, tuneups, and $44.99. Wallin Hardware,
12
brakes Salai.y plus corn Paris.




DESK CLERK. Full time,
apply at RegaULAO phone -
calls please.
EXPERIENCED SERVICE
man wanted for heating and
cooling company in
Mayfield -Geed pay and good
benefits. Call 247-0934.
E X PE RIENC
MECHANIC, Dwain Taylor .
Chevrolet. Call 753 2617,
-aner-s- pm cart-074139 and
ask for 0 L. Mathis. 
FULL TIME route man.
Apply in person only. Lynn
Orove, IsEgygi Company, LynnG
HELP WANTED. Summer
work as youth camp coon
sler. 362 8660
KITCHEN HELP needed.
_7.02 benefits APpty -at -Goodyear' 507, 539.99 Why pay that high
8.06 Service ,Store, 12th and • price when you can purchase
Glendale, Murray No phone Model 2201 RotoShear for, 234.48 . calls please - . only $32 CI Wallin \Hard
8.73 • PART Tl-ME Fisher
111°51°945 
,.Hunter. . Need a sales WHEEL FfAR ROW? S15.48,
representative. for the 
,
Kentucky Outdoor Press in 
_ S29 99, 1,39.99 AND 1,49,09
Woin,..1-larcIParis.
per week necessary. Call or WANT TO buy or lease
 dark
54.43 write K 0.P , 1516 Beech Si , - :r71,48cured tobacco 
base
12.15 Radcliff, KY igloo (02) 351
8P4A94R T TIME take inventory
9.42
7.36
in local stores. Car
8.06 necessary Write phone
14.04
9.42 this area Only a few hours _ -







sloth 7 River island
16 Learned 8 Violin part
 10.04 i8 St ..4 9 Babylonian.
.  7.35 19 Thus ' deity
873 21 German 10 Blemishes IC R
33.72 river 12 irorrsyrnbol F R O'N
9  75 22 Group of 14 Summon 1 '0*N
. . 4
 11.46 
• three forth E N D
24 Venetian 17 Lairs .,,









R Y 0 T
molding , 37 Wan -
23 State Abbr 38 Hurry
24 Dysprosium 39 Join
29 Slink symbol ' 41 Lament
31 Cease 25 Jug handles 43 Pertaining to
33 Compass ot 27 Stupid per. old age
34 Ireland . son . 44 Man s nick-
36 Undergat 30 Slay name





102.72 47 Book part
.60.56 '49 Toboggan







130.82 55 Nate of
24.49 scale
 19.64 56 Revives
__--214441-gOBRA4EDOS 513
2I043-Stephenson, Donald 






10.79 -61 Landed t
8.73 proobriy
7.36 53 Empower




















4. ill il 2 illit°
" MI ill IIIIS ill
2'
17 1•1































sloop REWARD! FOR . in
formation leading to the
arrest and conviction of
person involved in shooting
of cattle in Kirk Ridge area
Call C W Nance, 436 5365 or--










WHAT WE do best is .care,
Needline, 753-6333.  
5AOST & FOUND
LOST: 4PPRO9(IMATELY 7
month 'Old mimed breed
female dog, mostly white
(salt and pepper body) wifh
dark ears and face. Lost in
the vacinity - of the New
Providence are8. Answers- to
the risme of Pepper. If seen-
please call 753-7618 after 5.30
Pm. 
ilFr17-7111tre-- sets Of car
keys on key ring with a coca
la bottle Opener and
honeshoe With a 1948 Penny





body. Reward. Call 759.1138 -
after 5 
_
LOST PUPPY! Last seen in
64I North vacinity, Female,
black with white chest and
Dews, Ix* tail, no cellar. 753
410.
number, -experience to
Inventory Control Co., 189,
Box 304, Paramus, NJ 07652.
SALES • MANAGEMENT
career opportunity with !II
leader in our field. One of
Northwestern Tennessee's
fastest growing companies.
has an opening for sales
manager who is experienced.





and achieving gnats. Position
includes salary in the $20,000
range plus bonus plan,
company car, expense act
count, vacation, company
paid retirement plan, major
...medical health insurance,
life and weekly indemnify
insurance. Send resume or '
apply in person; Marion
Pepsi Cola Bottling Com-
pany, Old Route 13 West,
Marion, IL 62959. '_ _
TEXAS OIL Company
urgently needs person, male
.or female, over 40 for-
protected industrial sales
territory -No relocation.
AAA 1 firm etab)ished Since
1933, Liberal cemmissiqns.
Opportunity for ' ad
vancement. For personal
interview, write R.Q. ell,
Southwestern Petroleum,





fast and dinner cooks
wanted, days only, 0Oply in






— -  
to-live in ono._
care for elderly person or
couple Have had nursing
experience. 753 9617.
10. BUS. OPPORTUNIT
FOR SALE: Fast_ to
restaurant, located In Cadi






302 N. 12th St.
or Call 153-3283
14. WANT TO BUY
JUNK CARS deliver or will




pulpwood. Will pay cash or
percentage, your choice. We
also pay top prices on white
oak veneering. Call after 6
pm, 489 2334.
WHEAT DRILL, call 4911-
8376.
is. ARTICLES FOR SALE 
- CHAIN SAW chains, .38"
pitch for 16" bar, $10.59; 20"
bar, $11.99; 24" bar, $14.55.
Wallin Hardware, Paris. ' 




monfh 80 amp, 526.99; 60
• month 95 amp, $36.99. Wallin
Hardware„Paris. 
SKIL SAW-sale model 538,
$29.99; nlodel' 574, $31.99;
model 559. 5054.97; model 552.
$66.69; model • 555, V2.97;
model 554. 579.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
16, HOME FURNISHINGS
BEDROOM SUITE for sale.
includes bed, mattress and
box springs, formica top"
double dresser with mirror,
night stand with lamp. Very
good condition. $190 or best




Hodge & Son, Inc.
205 So. 5th
-MOHAWK RUG, 12 X 18. Call
. 753 1385
QUEEN SIZE sofa bed, early
American, excellent con
dition. 435.4284
TWO EN 0 tables, one coffee
9ne black-ars:I-white -
t.v. Call 753-11inl 
19. FARM EQUIP.
ALMOST NEW M.F. tractor,
245, diesel -with plow, disk ,
and bushhog. total price, '
$9500 or tractOr.bnly $8000.
Call 753 2878 or 753-4,751•
B ALLIS CHAMBE-R-Tractor
-end- euuipnient, -one owner.
Call 474.7302
CUB LOWBOY tractor with
belly mower disk and 5 foot
blade, good condition. Call
1901/ 247-5665. 
FOR SALE. Ford 4 bottom
plow with yetter cotters for
trash. Burch 11,2 foot disk.
Call after 5 pm, 436.43351--
1466 INTERNATIONAL
WITH cab heat and air, 201
tires and duals, fully
weighted. 489 2428 or' 469
2422.
ONE ROW Moline tractor
plow, disk, and cultivator.
C  after 6 pm', 489 2716 
SNAPPER MOWER blades.
26", 28". 30", . your choice.
$S 99 each. Wallin Hardware,
Plr is. 
SPRAYERS, 2 OALLON,
512.99; 3 • gallon, $13.99;


















































IA 2. NOTICE 













  8•92 GOD LOVE John 4 8.
  7.36 "But seek ye first the
25.79 kingdom of God, and Hiss
ficthteusness; and an these-
.3318 things shall be ,added unto





Murray Planning Commission has received
a request from Dan Miller to rezone ar tract of land
— located on the East Side of S. 16th St. near the in-
tersection of Loch Lomond. The request is to rezone
the property from R-2 (Single Family Residential )
to R-4 Multi-Family Residential). A Public
Hearing will be held concerning this request on
Aprd 17, 1979 at 7:00 p.m. m the Council Room of the
CO Hall Bldg. You are openly invited to attend this
meeting. A legal description of the property in
question is provided for your review.
LEGAL DESCRIPTION:_
&emu* at a point on; the East right-of-way of
South 16th Street, said point also being the Nor-
thwest corner of the Krewson property; thence Nor-
th 3 degrees 52' 40" West and with the East right-of-
wa, of South 16th Street approximately 273.71' to
the Southwest corner of the present R-4 Zoning
District, said point also being the centerline of Loch
Lomond Extended; thence North 86 degrees 07' 20"
East and with the South line of the present R-4
Zoning District 348.85' to a point on the West side of
an alley; thence South 3 degrees 52' 40" East and
with the West side of said alley 383,411' to the Nor-
theast corner of the James Armbruster tract; then-
ce with Armbruster's North line South 87 degrees
38' 40" West 180.00' to a point; thence North 3
degrees 52' 40" West and with Krewson's East line
100.00'; thence with Krewson's North line South 87
degrees 55f 17" West 169.00' to the point of begin-
ning. This tract contains 2.6:41 acres.
Steve Zea, City Planner
753-1225 'WA. Franklin, Chairman
Murray Planning Commission
PUBLIC NEARING
The Murray Planning Commission has received
an application from Dan Miller for a Residential
Planned Development Project. `The proposed
project is located between-Poplar and Sycamore in
a line along the East side of S. 16th Street. The
proposed project will contain 76 housing units of
multi-family structures. A Public Hearing will be
held on the propoped project on April 17, 1979 at 7:00
p.m. in the City Hall Bldg. A plat of this project is
_available in the Planner's Office of the City Hall for
public revievr. All interested persons are invited to
attend this meeting. 
•!


















--ALUAAINUM OUT building, 8
X 16. Call 753-0570 after 5 pm 
A P.ENTAX .K1000 camera
with case. $150. 7517410.
BATHTUBS, WHITE, 5'
steel, $64.99; Colors, $69.99.
Wallin Hardware, Parts.
COMMODES, WHITE.
• • $39.99; colors, 5.17.50. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
DIAMOND RING set, per
feet kt. solataire, $250.
MUST WC Call 753-5154
evenifNs. 
. EAR THWAY PRECISION
garden seeder complete with
six plates, $30.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
FOR SALE: water tank, 560
gallon, gate, valve, and 12
foot hose. Cab 4924790.
26" GIRLS BIKE, also an
exercise biKe. 52741078.
LAWN MOWER with steel
ball bearing wheels, 31/2 hp




LARGE CAN drink machine,
for information call 7534061.
RAPID GRO, 8 oz., 51994-16
oz., $2.19; 32 oz., 5.3:75; 5 lb., .
57.75; 10 lb., $11.85. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
RAPID SHARPENER for
precision saw chain filing,
- 4114Y-412-.99 at-Wallia-14ard•-
ware, Paris.
SAW OUST for sale.
Shoemaker Lumber CO.,
McKenzie, Tn. (901) 352-5777.
STAINLESS STEEL kitchen
sink, double compartment, 4
hole, self-rimming, $29.99;






t.v. and stereo. Call 7117575:
27. MOB. HOME SALES
1972 GLOBE MASTER, fully -
furnished with washer and
dryer, has underpinning and
- storm window. $4500. Call
527 1172.
k NICE __TWO bedroom fur-
nithed mobile home on
PriY_ate lot  Call atter ..S. pm,-.-.
759 1904.
TWO BEDROOM, furnished,
carpeted, air, trailer, $100
Per month. Call 7517212 after
3:30 pm or call Shady Oaks
and ask for no. n. 
12 X 60. 1971 MODEL, TWO
.. months old, must sell. 753._
0270 or 753 5696.
••••
12 X 60 MOBILE HOME with- -
• 314 acres of land on blacktop
road 6 miles south east of
' Murray. Call after 5 pm, 753-
, 5080.
21.-MOIL_NOME RENTS
FOR RENT 3 bectroorn, 1/2
• bath mobile home located at
Riveria Court, stove,
refrigerator, water, trash .
pickupA-1.v. antenna, and elf
, conditioner furnished.
' Central gas heat Deposit
required. 435-4349 
TWO BEDROOM furnished
• trailer, 10 mInOtes from
Please apply at Seven Seas S2999. Wallin • Hardware, , Murray, good for' Students.
restaurant, after 3 30-13m at • -Paris Call 527.7621 after 5 pm. 
641 North. TILLER, 5 HP with Briggs. ?CHEATING & COOLING/ 
MAID PART :time, merit and Stratton engine, cham • WE BUY and sell used air
. 115.12 Siore. 
.Hear our broadcast ..De" gy,aibo.... enu_s4lilh. 044ptcyalaist_ _ dwrrva
e19:
ri t . Wallin Har conditioners. 753•155I or 753-
132.18 '.
MECHAN  --WAN LE 0 month- guarantee, 6 volt 173
Must have experience in air m
- TRACTOR BATTERIES, 74
am o, 4.99, 12
.- ---- -- -140... -
30. BUS. RENTALS
• SHOPPING CENTER 'next
to Murray State University
campus has building for rent.
Equipped with- Os heat and
air conditioning. Call 753•3018 •
after 5 pm. 
31. WANT TO RENT 
TWO MURRAY State staff
personnel would like small
house or clugslex, un.









P411C1 HAIR CUT 51 50
I "'used All
Sat ur(ia 7 - 30 s - on
elitICI SHAY! SI 25.




Kuhns Big K Stores Corporation has it 'for
you in retail store management.•
We are seeking those individuals who are
self motivated, positive thinking adults with
a sincere desire and a strong dedication to
become a successful professional store
manager Experienced or not we will irain-
you through our management training pro-
grams.
:If you are this type of-person we would like to
discuss your future with us. Please contact
your- local' Big K or. Big K Edwards store
manager for all of the particulars; pi tend a
resume-in-strict confidence to:
DIRECTOR OF PERSONNEL
KUHN'S BIG K STORESSORP.
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OLE WANT ADS! BIG PLUSES. FOR BIG RESULTS!
32 APTS. FOR RENT




washer and dryer hookup,
central heat and air Call 753
7550
NICE DUPLEX, 2 bedroom,
stove,:< refrigerator, large
rooms, located on large
private lot. Available May
1st. Call 75333.43 
NICE FURNISHED one
Dedroom apartment Inquire
00 S 13th St.
ONE ROOM efficiency
apartment, $85. Located near
campus at Olive Street





IA. RENT OR LEASE
POP RENT: 5 acres dark
tired  acre/Lit  cured. barn_







PERSON NEEDED to take
over lease of trailer. 753 0928
or 759 4646.
WANT TO rent or lease land




Puppies, very reasonable, 7
weeks old. 492.8457.
TOY POODLE, silver, -6
months, housebroke, --$401),
Has papers Perfect for





Building located at the
corner of 3rd and Main
Streets and known at
the Wallis Grocery
Building. This is an ex-




Realty, 753-1222 for all
the details.
43._RicAL ESTATE 
FRESH AIR! Rolling hills
andd pear, smokeless skies
are in abundance at this 12
acre m 1 t•act not too tar
Out also has 3 bedroom
mobile home and 30 X 30
body shop Call today 753
1492 offered by Loretta
Jobs Realtors
NICELY WOODED five acre
homesites tocated on
blacktop road near lake. Any
of these attractivelly priced
properties can be bought
with a low down payment
and the balance financed
over an extended period
John C. Neubauer, Realtor,





has 2 bedrooms, living
room, kitchen, and
bath. Modern kitchens
have all built-in ap-
pliances. Located just
Outside the city limits
so you only pay county
taxes. A beautiful way
to be practical. Priced
tat $41,500. Phone Kop-perud Realty, 753-1222.
-tfilthes-Y be/mall but so is the
price! bedroom home
located within blocks of
downtown.. good rental
property We will show you
by calling 753.1492,, offered






4 lots f100' x 375' ea.
on 641 South. Only
short distance from
city limits. Maybe pur-
chased as one tract-or
individually. Commer-
cial or building sites,
would be ideal for
trailer court. Boyd
Majors Real Estate,
105 N. 12th St.
"AFTER THE MAGAZINE CON-
CLUDING ARTICLE NEXT WE-EK,
I'LL HAVE THE HYDROGEN BOMB.
43. laf1-1,_ ESTATE
Purdem & Thurman





Invest in land advise the
experts. This acreage is just









It uleo.huerloil SerNit es
With The Friendly Touch'
THRIVING BUSINES-




ment included. Call us
about additional in-




105 N. 12th St.
SPECIAL NOTICE!!
We of
ADVANCED INC. TIRE AND
AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE CENTER
at 511 N. 4th St , Murray, KY
would like to announce to the peo4le of this area, that as of April
1, 1979, ADVANCED INC. has bought the firm formerly
operated as Kg-EIS-PURCHASE TIRE, 808 airoldwater
Murray, KV, 'which had been owned by Pat APR chester since
June, 1976.
Dick Overby, General Manager, and everyone of ADVANCED
INC. wishes to take this opportunity to thank all the customers
who have patronized both firms in the past and is anxiously
awaiting to continue to serve the pegple of this area.
Dick invites everyone to drop by 4nd see him and the staff at
ADVANCED INC., new location, 808 Coldwater Rd., Murray,
KY. /
The merger of these firms affords ADVANCED INC. the op-
portunity to better serve the people of this p.rea by having a
larger and better equipped facility and a -much broader range
of merchandise and services.
Dick Overby wants the people to know of t.1?e variety of services
which ADVANCED INC. will be offering:
1) A complete line of new automotive, truck, and farm tires.
2)In shop services on shocks, brakes, tune-ups, exhaust systems,
computer wheel balancing (for automotive and trucks) Shop flat
repairs on all type tires. Accessories, etc.
3)Three complete service trucks for road service and field ser-
vice on trucks, farm equipment, and construction equipment. Tire
repairs.
4)A complete modern recapping shop. (Watch for future ads)
ADVANCED INC. will also continue to operate their facility at
N. 4th and Chestnut Streets until the total operations can be
moved to 808 Coldwater Road.
THANK YOU, Dick Overby, General Manager, ADVANCED INC. TIRE
AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE CENTER, 808 Coldwater Road, Murray, KY.
Business Phones; 759-4788; 753-7111; 169-41106; Dick Overby Nome
Phone 759-4783.
Advanced, Inc.




Rotiromorn tottegel 2 11
home at 625 Brood idoel for
couple Opening retirement.
lot his garde' spot to grow
fresh vegetables. Also has







And move into this
neatly decorated 3
bedroom, 2 bath home
that is less than a year
old. Such extras as top
quality wall to wall
carpeting, thermopan-
e windows and central
heat and air for only
$37,900. Make your
move today and be the
proud owner of this








5 9th is the lotation of this 4
bedroom, 1 bath home. Close
to hospital, doctors, schools,
churches, and shopping.
Besidesthe 4 bedrooms and 2
baths, you have large living
room, kitchen, full basement
and a 32 X 18 swimming pool
and- 'pation enctosecr- by
private wooden fence. Call
today for an appointment to
see at $47,500. The Nelson-










South 12th 44 SVCaMOr.
TELEPHONE 753 1651
Pine Bluff Shores is




the front is a beautiful
view of Kentucky
Lake. At the back you
walk down to your own
private cove. More










Then See This Wooded





heat, glassed sun por-
ch. Large garden
area. A Great Buy At
$32,500. Boyd Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th St.
4 . LOTS FOR SALE
2 2/10 acres with new
4 inch well, Septle




10 ACRES FOR sale by
owner. 489 2608
46. HOMES FOR SALE
A BEAUTIFULLY
decorated new 3 bedroom, 2
bath Colonial ranch Formal
living and dining room, eat.
in kitchen, cabinets galore,
energy saving fireplace, 10
closets plus 2 car garage
Near completion. Offered by
builder, 753 5167.-
BY OWNER: 3 bedroom, 2
bath, living, dining, and
family room with fireplace,
eat in kitchen, gas heat, near
Murray High, 811 Doran
Road. 753-8405.
BY OWNER: 4:bedroom, 2)-2
baths, living, dining, and
family room with fireplace,
eat in kitchen, study, double
garage and large fenced
yard; gas heat. 1701 Johnson.
733-1663.
FOUR OR five bedroom,
Gd. tesborough home Call
759-1149.
47. MOTORCYCLES
1972 HONDA 350 FOUR, semi
chopped, $300. 436-5325.
1974 HONDA 360 CB, $450
753 0612
750 HONDA SUPER Sport
good, running condition,
resonably priced. Call 753
9413 after 6 pm. 
HONDA CL-350. low rzi3.14 9
excellent condition. 5
5335. _ •
1977 750 HONDA, 7,70
MILES, lots of extras, $145
436 2547.
48. AUTO. SERVICE
CAR BATTERIES, 24 mont
gUareftee, 122.88. 36 mont
guatee, 80 amp, $26.99. 6




grade, white wall, 4 pl
PolyeSter with Road Nazar
guarantee. A78X13, $21.39
and Al..72 FET: E78X14
S25.63 and 52.20 FET,
F78X14, $26.40 and $2.3
FET; G78X14 or 15, $28.3
and $2.54 FET; H78X14 or 15,
$30.52 and $2.76 FET.
L78X15, $32.86 and $3.06
FET. Wallin Hardware,
49. USED CARS
1973 BUICK CENTURY 1
door hardtop, V8, AM-FM 8
track, $1300 Call 753-9349.
1967 CHEVROLET
CAPRICE, also motorcycle
trailer. Call 435 4268.
1976 DATSUN, 35,000 miles,






volkswagon: bus, good gas
mileage, $990. Days, 753-
0875; after 5,759.1657.
1973 GOLD COUGAR XR7
Call 759.1432.
1974 GRAND PRIX, power
steering,. trakeS, windows
and air, factory AAA. p
stereo plus tape, good .con,,
dition, 57,000- miles. Call 753
8149.
Looking _10-r- an
oconosycar? For Cal. _
1971-, Toyota Culla
Mark II 6900. Call 438..
4380.
•
talL .4 No4 I ../1 ..t .,•//1 .A•6414"
49 USED CARS
1972 LTD BROUGHAM. Also




condition, $895 Call 7534120.
1974 MONTE CARLO, white
on black on white, slotted
aluminum wheels, AM 8
track stereo, air shocks. Call
753,8257.
NICE 1971 FORD Torino, 2
tone green, new tires, $650.
Call 382.2626, Linville.
1165*--RAMBLER AND 60
John Deere farm tractor.
Call 489 2207 after ill) pm or
on Saturdays.
50. USED TRUCKS
1969 CHEVROLET 34 ton
pickup. 4 speed, new tires
and brakes. $600. Call after 5
pm, 753-8623.
1966 FORD PICKUP, V8, has
topper. 1970 Chevy Caprice.
Call 753.8825 before 5 pm and
ask for Randy. 
FOR
SALE





Explorer, 302 motor, straight
shift, good gas mileage. Call
753-0570 after 5 pm. 
FOR SALE: 1975 •Datsun
pickup with topper, 49,000
actual miles. Phone 762,6254.
1965 FORD PICKUP, good
motor, needs brakes, $125.
Call 4892468.
1967 GMC STRAIGHT shift, 6
cylinder, 3,4 ton, fair
shape.S350_00 Phone 753,8474.
5). CAMPERS.
1973 DODGE 22' MINI home
With alot of accessories. 753-
4509'o r 436-5448.
52. BOATS & MOTORS
15 FOOT BASS boat, 1978 60
hp motor and trailer,
Lawrence depth finder,
52600. Call 753.9349.
1978 MODEL 197" deep V
Runabout with 228 hp
AAercruiser, all aluminum-
Tandum trailer. Has been
water only onetime. 75;34320.
1977 16' RUNABOUT, RED
.metal flake, white interior,
75-Tip E vire-stele- motor, used
only one summer. $3450. Call
753-5315 or 753-3143.
53. SERVICES OFFERED
ADD-1 T I ONS, E
CLOSURES, fireplaces,
garages, home building,











BYARS BROTHERS & Son
General home remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters, and roofing. Cali 1
395-4967 or 1-362-4895.
BACK HOE WORK, septic
tanks, gravel and dirt
hauling. 753-5808 or 753-5706.
CONCRETE & BLOCK work.
Block garages, basements,
driveways, walks, patios,




remodeling, etc. Call for
estimates, 753-6122 after 4
pm. • 
CAN'T GET those small jobs




small concrete jobs. Call 46-
2562 after 5 pm.
CARPET CLEANINt, at
reasonable rates. Prompt
and efficient service. CustOrn
Carpet Care. 489-2774.
CARPENTER WORK,
remodeling and all types of
home repair work. By
George, you had better call
him! Call 753 0765.
DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard or
land cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up to 24"
below the ground, leaving
only sawdust and chips. Call
fn tree estimate, Steve Shaw
753-9490 or Bob Kemp, 435-
4343.
DRIVEWAYS WHITE
rocked and graded, all size
pea gravel, tree estimates
Clifford Garrison, 753.5429
after 4 pm.
DUANEAND his crew can
.d0 it all. Does your lawn need
a spiting cleaning, perhaps a
cut,' a trim, or a good raking?
Whatever your lawn




done, decks and porches built
and repaired, gutter cleaning
or installation, small
plumbing, concrete walks,
patios, and driveways also
done. Call 436-5570 after5 PM
for free estimates. ,
FENCE SALE-S at Sears
now. Call Sears 753,-2310 for
free estimates for you•
needs.




FOR CHAIN link fencing,
Circle A fencing, division of
AtkintS Gutter Service. 753-
8407. - 
FOR YOUR upholstery
needs, we do all kinds.
Furniture, boats, vans, cars;
and we have a wide selection
of beautiful fabrics and
6n4a8u8g. ahyde. We work to





spec if ications_ Call Sears
753,2310 for free estimates.
INSULATION BLOWN in by
Sears save on these high
heating and cooling bills,
Call Sears, 753 2310, for free
estimates.
JACK'S BLACKTOP-paving,




call Ernest White, 753.0M135
LANDSCAPING AND lawn
care by the job or contract
for entire season will rake,
trim,-prune, seed, fertilize,
and mow your lawn, care for
shrubs and flower beds. Call
436-5570 after 5 pm for free
estimates.
MITCHELL BLACKTOP-
PIMG, driveways and small
lobs a speciality, also pat:





I care, so call me
before you buy and
talk, to an expert ex-
perienced in the field





$3. SERVICES OFFERED 
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and gas installation, will do






Jack Glover, 733 1873 after 6
pm
WILL DO plumbing, heating
and air conditioning, repairs
and remodeling an:bunts, the
home. 753420.
WILL MOW yards Call 753-
9210.
WILL DO sewing for the
public in my home. Call 753-
5219.
WILL MOW yards, using my
own mower. 753-6233.
WILL DO babysitting in my
home for infant, nights only.
753-9793.
WILL HAUL drivetway white
rock and also stockpile lime
Call or see Roger Hudson at
753-6763 or 753 4545.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements dry,
Work completely guarenteed.
Call or write Morgan Con-
strucfion Co._ Route 2, Box
409A, Paducah, KY 42001, or
call day or night, 1-441-7026.
WILL MOW yards. Call 753-
8251.
57. WANTED 
NEED PLACE trdump wood
chips. Call George_Landoll__. -
Tree Service, 753-8170.
WANTED: USED four and •
five horsepower Briggs and--
Stratton tiller motors Will.









107 N. 3rd Street
Murray, Ky.
Hours:
7 A.M. to 5 P.M. Weekdays
7 A.M. to 12 P.M. Sat.
sA 
7-:. Dial-A-service .
(This alphabetized page will run weekly - Clip it from
0. 
. 











flitabe'shi,,g A-P./pairs. _ _eAntique Bross Hardware
•custom Built Furniture •Cuslom Built kitchen Cabinets
- 
502-492-8837 - - ----
Hwy. 641-6 miles South 
















































































Our attra(:tiv0 new red, white and blue for sale sign reflects our local and
national attraction to home buyers and sellers-. . it also stands for total pro-
fessional Real Estatib Service, across the-street And across the country. Buyirig
or selling . you owe irto yourself to get the Homes for Living story. . . it's





Bill Rayburn-759.4900, Shirley Wilford-753-3043, teri Anderson-753-1932, George Gollogher-7534129, Bill Kopytarvid-753-1222, Don Bailey 7594077
711 Main
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Deaths and Funerals
Ws. Armstrong Dead; Funeral Is Tuesday
_ Mrs. Martha E. Armstrong
of Murray Route 1, Coldwater
community, died Sunday at
7:10 a.m, at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
She was 91 years of age.
The Calloway woman was
the wife of Henry Otis Arm-
strong who died Jan. 28, 1966,
and was a meniber of the
C.oldwater United Methodist
Church. Born-AI-lg. 24, 1887, in
Calloway County, she was the





Mrs. Mildred Bohannon of
Kirksey Route I died Saturday
at 11:45 p.m. at the home of
her daughter, Mrs. Flora
Teckenbrock. Benton Route 1.
The deceased, 84, was the
widow of' -George Bohannon
and was a nieniber of the
Brewers United Methodist
('hurch. Born April 12, 1894,
she was the daughter-of the
late -Lynn Rose and Eucelaie;
York Rose.
,Mrs. Bohannon is survived
by one daughter, Mrs.
-Teekenbrock,. 13 grand-
childr-en, and 18 great gran-
dchildren. Two sons preceded
her in death.
The funeral is being held 
today at 2 p.m. at the chapel of
the I.inn Funeral Home,
.Renton, with the Rev.- Don,
Lawrence and the Rev'. Don
Phelps offiCiating.
Grandsons are serving as
pallbearers and burial will
follow in the Soldier Creek
Cemetery in Marshall County.
Stone Haneline.
Mrs. Armstrong is survived
by three daughters, Mrs.
Charles lEdith) Freeman,
Sun in led ield, N. C., Mrs.
Herman °I Ruby) Witty and
Mts.? May Nell Armstrong,
both of Coldwater; one son,
Carl R. Armstropg, Reidland;
two grandchildren, Mri: L. V.
iShirley) Parrish and
Clarence Dale Witty; two
great grandchildren, Toy and
Steve Parrish..
ral services will be
held Tuesday at 11 aini. at the
chapel of the Max
Funeral Homer with the Rev,
Jini.Glass officiating anct,Iini-
and Linda Wilson providing
the music. Burial will follow in
the Bazzell Cemetery.
















The funeral for Gene Hail
York, 40, was held Sunday at 2
p.m. at the chapel of the
Filbeck and Cann Funeral
Home, Benton, with the Rev.
John Stringer officiating.
Pallbearers were Ed
Langston., • -Henry Darnell;
Gary Colson, Danny •Uzzle,
James Phillips. and Albert ,
Powell. Burial was in the .
Hamlet Cemetery.
-Mr. York's body was
discovered by searchers
Friday morning in a wooded,
area southeast of Benton. and
- authorities said he drowned
after _apparently -trying to
walk away from his car which
had become stalled in back-
water from the flooded Clark's._
River. MS car had been found
late Thursday.
Survivors are one son, Gene
1 Curtis York, U. S. Navy; five
1 brothers, Wavel and Paul
1 •York..Benton, and Lawrence.
1 Lonnie. and Charles York,
1 Marshall County; five gaiters,
1 Mrs. Unice Tatum,. Mrs.
1 Ruth-ie Ford, Mrs. .Lena
1 Donohoo, and Mrs. Cora
1 Uzzle, all of Marshall County,













































Final rites for Mrs. Gail:
Ann Higgins) Washer are
being held today at 1 p.m. at
the West Fork Baptist Church
."with the Rev. Wayne Carter





Washer, Mike Sykes. and
Howard Darnell. Burial will
follow in the church cemetery
with th-e-arrangernents by the
Blahick-ColenVian Funeral
Home.
Mrs. Washer, 32, Clare,
•Mich.. died Wednesday from
injuries sustained in a car
accident at Harrison, Mich.
She is survived by her
husband, Gary, two sons,
Tammy and Teresa. mother,
Mrs. Geneta Higgins, gran-
dmother, Mrs._ Nora Higgins,
two sisteta, Miss Penny
Higgins and Mrs. Millie
Thompson, and two brothers,
Freddie and Larry Higgins.
Mrs. Jones Dies At
Dallas; Funeral To
Be Held Tuesday
Mrs. Mary Ruth Jones,
formerly of Murray, died
Saturday., in Dallas, Texas.
She-was 82 years of age.
The deceased was the wife
of the Rev. Robert Stanley
"Jones who died in 1960. She
and her husband served as
Baptist missionaries in Brazil.
Mrs. Jones -is survived by
two daughters; Dr. Kathleen
Jones, medical missionary in
Indonesia, and Mrs. Robert
Abington, Saratoga, _Calif.;
-one- sister; -Mrs. Mason
Lowauce, Atlanta, 'Ga.; sister-
in-law, Mrs. Owen Bowden,
Knoxville, Tenn.; a niece,
Mrs. Ed West, Murray.
The funeral will be held
Tuesday-at 11 a.m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
G. T. Moody officiating.
Burial wilt fellow in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Friends 'may call at the




made only for you.
This Zenith tn-the-earaid may help
most people who need a hearing -
aid Find out it one is right for you
Your satisfac.tion is assured by
Zenetron's Consumer Protection
Plan
• Customboilt for your hearing loss
• Custombuilt to your ear




MEDICAL Si.IPPLIES HEARING AIDS
206 S 4th St ,Vurray. 753 8055
WRECaGE — The remains of a two-ton Chevrolet truck, hit by a train Saturday af-
ternoon on the crossing at State Line Road, Hazel, and killing its driver. Leon Cooper, is
being pulled off the track in a combined effort by the Murrai Fire Department, the
Calloway County fire-Rescue Squad and the Hazel Fire Department. A gas leak ignited
the vehicle after the crash and the fire had to be extinguished betore the removal.
Staff Photo Bs, Matt Sanders
Science And Math Fair
Winners Named Here
By M.C. Garrott
An exhibit by a Paducah
Tilghman High School senior
captured the grand award and
two others here Saturday in
the 'annual Science and
Mathematics Fair at Murray
State Universffv.
Tin: Barnett's study of
wing design on airplanes,
including two conventional
wings and one of his own
design, was judged the top'
science project shown among
the more than 500 elementary,
junior and senior high exhibits
entered in the fair.
The exhibtt, entitled "An
Investigation of Various'
Wings in Relation to .Angle of
Attack," also placed first in
the senior high individual
physic-s competition and took-
the superior achievement
award presented by the U.S.
Navy.
The son of Mrs. Ola K.
Barnett, 2531 Adams Road,
Paducah. Barnett will take his
project to San Antonio, Tex.,
May 7-12 to represent the
region in the international
science -fair.
His teactfer - at 'Paducah
Tilghman, Mrs. Nelta
Freeman, also received 4
plaque in recognition of
having one- of -her students
take the top award. It was the
fifth time one of her students
has, won the best of show
award at the Murray fair.
More than Loot) students
from 16 West Kentucky
counties and three in Ten-
..nessee narticipated in the cl4y-
. long event in the West Ken-
tucky Livestock Exposition
Center at the university.
Competitions were in physics,
Band Boosters To
Hold Meet Tuesday
-The Murray Band Boosters
will meet Tuesday, April 10, at
7:30 pni. in the Murray High
School Band Room.
• This • is a most • urgent
meeting and we invite all
persons inerested in our city
band program to please make
an extra effort to be present,
said Hligh Noffsinger,
president of the boosters.
Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Service
April 9, 1979
Kentucky Puithase Area Hog Market
Report Includen7 Buying Stations
Receipts Act. 1544 EN't A00 Barrows &
Gilts steady to 50 lower Sows steady to
.50 higher
US 1-2 200-230 Ibs $44.5044.75 few 45.00
US 200-2401bs.. . 144.25-44.50
US 2-3 240-250 lbs. $43.25-44 21
US 2-4 260-21301156 - $42 25-43.25
Sows
US 1-2470-350 lbs  131,00-40.00
US 1-3 300-45016a  131,00-4000
US 1-3 4566001W. 140110-42.00
US 1-3 500450 lbs. S42.00-44.00 fe* 44 .50




earth sciences with both in-
'dividual and team levels in
each category for elementary,
junior high and senior high
students.
Muriel Maurer, an eighth
grade student at Heath Middle
School, won the award for the" 1.-:e gold, first-place medal in
senior high individual
:::petition in her category.
..:t. also won the award for
,thibiting the top earth
sience project in the fair.
Other top winners include:
Best junior high individual
Steve Lee Beyer,
':;..rray Middle School.
Best junior high group in
',...rys-rcs-: North Elementary,
:•'-loway County, Lori Lynn
21.,:rkeen, captain.
best junior high exhibit with
her study of • the
chromatography of' sugar and
dyes.
The exhibit, which also won
first-place, in the • junior 'high
individual chemistry com-
petition, dealt with an analysis
of soft drinks for content of
dyes and sugar. She is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Hans Maurer, 408 Oakcrest
Drive. Paducah. 
The best elementary exhibit
in the fair, a study of the
mesozoic era — what it was
and how the dinosaurs of th.
time differed —, was shown
Mich-ael McNelly, 10, a Ht.'
grade. student at Concer-j
Elementary School, Piducan
The son of Mr. • and Mn.
Mike McNelly, Maxon Road,
Paducah, he also son the
award for the best elementary Best junior high individual
individual project in th'e.,earth geography: Vincent Hill. _
science competition Alton. East Calloway
The Murray -exhibit taking
the highest award was an 
Elementary.
experiment in archeAlegy. Best junior high group in
entered in the earth sciences geography: North Calloway
category by Natalie Stinpsos... 'Elementary, Andrea Renee
15, a freshman at Murray' Butler, captain.
- 
High School and entitled,
'What Could Be Determined,
of Our Culture from The Site
A ,2,000-Year-Old "Modern
The daughter of Dr. and
'.1rs. Miles Simpson, 1322
Main Street, she not only won
KVVW Meets Tonight
l'he Board of .Directrs of
Kentucky's Western
Waterland will meet at f 31:1





Following the din --
board members will :
to the Marshall r
Chamber of
Building for the
portion of the meeting
Stock.Market
Prices of stock of local
noon, EDT. today. furnistel •
ledger & Times by First of Y.



























Best junior high group in
mathematics: Southwest
Elementary, Calloway
County, Tommy Dee Orr,
captain.
. Best senior high individual
in earth science: Natalie
Catherine Simpson, Murray
High School. Also recipient of
best earth science exhibit of
the show.
Best senior high group in
earth science: Farmington
High School, Stacey Larsen
Smith, captain.
Livestock Market
LOUISVILLE, Ky 1AP1 — Cattle 1500;
slaughter steers and heders I 004 SO
higher, cows steady. bulls 108 lower.
calves and sealers steady. feeders under
500 10 9 00-10 00 higher. over 500 lb 300-
500 higher.
- Slaughter steers choice 2-4 975-1179 lb
71 10-74 60 mixed good and choice 2-3 100°-
1300 lb 61 5672 70;
Slaughter heifers choice 2-4 900-1090 lb
70 30-74 40. mixed good and choice 2,3 777-
10110 lb 69 OP70 30. cows commerical and
utility 52 00-60 00. cutter 40 00-54 -00,
canner and cutter 43 00-48 00,
Slaughter bolls 1300-1000 lb 71 00-75 50. 1-
2 1000-1605 lb 64 00-eA 50,
Slaughter calves and sealers choice 140-
300 lb sealers 17 06100.00. choice 3011405 lb
CA 1 ves BO 00-94 00, feeder steers choice 245-
300 lb 104 00-124 M. 300-400 lb 96 00-114 50,
400-900 lb 9550113 00, 500400 lb 9500-
9600. 600700 lb DO 00-07 00 mined good
and choice 300-500 lb 195 0045 00. 5013420 lb
75 00-11111 CO, good 600-1165 lb 6600-71 130,
heifers choice 350-500 lb 615 00-93 25;556700
lb 70 00-74 50, mixed good and choice 300
500 lb 75 011415 00.
11905 1300, barrows and gilts 75 lower
, 1-
2 200-240 lb 45 25-45 56, 240-250 lb 
46 OP
45 25. 240-260 lb 44 50-45 M. 260306 lb 
43 00-
44 OD, soars 50 higher. 1-2 300400 
lb 41 50-
4330. 400-600 lb 43 50-45 so, boars over 300
lb 36 5037 25•
Sheep 25, untested
t
"I. °O... • ••••For neon r lbo *Myr. mil err
or el rarrloo obe roar Meow& 
oroo




to plan the effort in Calloway
County for the Carroll Hub-
bard for Governor campaign
has been called for 7 p.ni.
Tuesday, April 10, in the
circuit courtroom of the
courthouse.
David Graham, county
chairnian, • stated that
everyone interested in
becoming inViAiretlIn beNilroT -
Hubbard in his May 29
primary bid for the
Deniocratic gubernatorial
nomination is invited to at-
tend.
He emphasized that he is
seeking support for Hubbard,
whose home is Mayfield, from
a cross-section of people in the
county, including those who
have been active in past
-canimpaigns and those who
have never before worked in a
campaign.
"Carroll Hubbard's political
stren'gth has come primarily
fronythe average citizen — not
the So-called politicians,"
Graham said. "And that
source of support is not hard to
understand because he has
consistently demonstrated his
responsiveness to the people
who voted him into office."
-4- ++
Approximately 300 people
attended the "Meet Freed
Curd COffee" held Suirlay.
April 1, at the North Office of
the Peoples Bank.
"Ed" Brown of Bowling Green
has filed for the Democratic
nomination for state
Agriculture Conimmissioner,
Brown, 56, a fernier and
realtor, served in the state
House of Representatives
froni 1964-74.
Brown said that he would
. continue and expand the
- siate's- -- present - export
program for agricultural
products and would like to
initiate a program to provide
Curd, a candidate for Fifth
District State Representative,
second from left, is shown
discussing the upcoming
election with Z. C. Enix,
Calloway County Democratic
_chairman, Doug Tucker and
-Walter Jyars.
aid to young people ki help
tligni purchase farms.
Brown aLsO said he felt his
legislative experience would
aid hini in working with the
governor, no matter who is
elected. +++
Enix, Curd, Tucker and Byars
+++ GLASGOW, Ky. (AP) —
FRANKFORT; Ky. (API House Majority Leader Bobby
Former state Rep. Edward—RichardsQP, D-Glasgow- said
he is seeking re-election in an
effort "to contain the size of
our government and protect
our livelihoods from in-
creasing taxatibn and
regulation.'"
Richardson said in an-
nouncing his candidacy this
week that he had contributed
to the simplification of estate
laws, repeal of the auto in-
specti9n program, enactment
of mandatory auto liability
insurance and the 1979




CRESTVIEW, Fla. (AP) —
Authorities decided today to expand an
evacuation area to within Pt miles of
Crestview as winds carried toxic
chlorine gas from a derailed train
toward this Florida Panhandle town.
"Chlorine gas .is starting to nell
pretty bad — burning noses," said Civil
Defense spokeswoman LaVern
Blocker.
About six or seven additional families
joined at least 4,500 persons who were
evacuated from their homes Sunday
because of the derailment of a
Louisville 8c Nashville Railroad train
about four miles west of Crestview.
Officials said the additional
evacuations were ordered after winds
shifted and brought chlorine fumes
closer to town.
The approximately 7,000 residents of
Crestview, meanwhile, remained on
alert in case they were instructed to
leave the area.
"We're pretiiiinT to move everybody
out (from Creitview I when it's felt
necessary, but of course we don't know
what's going to develcv," said Sgt. Roy
Parker of the Okaloosa County Sheriff's
Department. '
Officials said Sundarnight that they
were hoping that the toxic gases would
dissipate by morning, but the shifting
winds dashed their hopes.
"On a scale of one to 10, this accident
rates pretty high on the scale" of en-
vironmental danger. said George
Moein, chief of the federal Environ-
meatarProtection Agency's hazardous
will section in Atlanta.
He said the tank cars on the 118-car
Louisville it NasbvWe Railroad train
contained anhydrous ammonia, sulfur,
acetone, phenol, methanol, carbolic
acid and liquid chlorine.
About 28 cars toppled off the track
Sunday morning after clearing a wood
and steel trestle spanning the Yellow
River in„a w I • swampy area of the
Florida Panhan • accessible only
from the air and r ver.
One car, loaded with deadly carbolic
acid, was hanging off the bridge.
Most of the emergency crews left the
site Sunday-night. "We're hoping the
toxic gases will dissipate by morning," •
said Fire Chief Bob Barrow of nearby
Eglin Air Force Base.
Okaloosa County Civil Defense
Director Ted Nichols estimated that
4,500 to 5,000 people had left homes or
campsites in the 80-square-mile
evacuation area, which included
several villages s and about half of
Blackwater River State Forest.
Officials said late Sunday that they
did not expect additional evacuations,
but left 7,000 Crestview residents- nn-
alert as a precaution in case the wind
shifted,
No serious injuries were reported.
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78 Chevrolet
Monte Carlo
Kower steering and brakes,
wire wheel covers. AM/FM
stereo radio, white wall
tires, Landau equipment,
cloth interior, local one.
owner car; 4,065




. 77 Buick Regal






mileage, see to believe,,
green and white









Two door power .s-n•nrini'
and brakes, split lents. 01; r
-car is loaded with lue4-1
options, low mileag,., ,,n,
owner.
Keep That Great G:M. Feeling
With Genuine G.M. Parts
A•1110, mIllow allow
77 Mercury Comet
Four &or, power steering,
automatic transmission,
air conditioner, AM radio,








Two door, power steering
and brakes. AM tape, Lan-
dau roof, 32,000 miles, local
one owner car, silver and




Power steering and btakes,
AM/FM stereo, luggage
rack, this car is loaded with
• options, perfect for the big
familyk burgundy with
wood grain.







ment, long wheel base,
burgundy and white, 50,000
actual miles.
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